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Rainstorm causes injury, blackouts 
by Cristie Breen 
news editor 
A torrential rainstorm causing injury and damage blew 
through Harrisonburg Saturday, making JMU seem more like 
Kansas in the "Wizard of Oz" than the pleasant Shenandoah 
Valley. 
An unidentified female student sustained injuries when a 30- 
foot tree fell on top of her in front of Mr. Chips convenience 
store, trapping her underneath its branches. 
Freshman Andrew Hurda was working at Mr. Chips at about 
5:30 p.m. when the accident occurred. 
'The window panes were swaying in and out, and in comes 
this girl, hysterically screaming, yelling to call 911," Hurda said. 
While Sharon Phillips, night manager at Mr. Chips, called for 
help, Hurda ran outside. "We could hear screaming," he said. 
Once he realized someone was under the tree, Hurda and five 
bystanders tried to lift the tree to rescue the student. 
"She was caught between the limbs," he said. 
Hurda and the others tried to lift the tree trunk, but found it to 
be too heavy. "We couldn't budge it." However, Hurda and the 
others were able to rescue the student by lifting the large tree 
branches that fell on top of the student. 
After carrying the student into Mr. Chips, Hurda, Phillips and 
others tried to calm her down while waiting for rescue personnel 
to arrive. 
"She was very nervous, so we sat her down and tried to dry 
her off," Phillips said. "But she didn't appear to be hurt 
seriously." 
Hurda said he doesn't consider his actions Saturday to be 
heroic. "I did no more than the five other people [who helped 
rescue the student]," he said. "It feels nice to know that there are 
people who are willing to help." 
Senior Christian Heinrich, an emergency medical technician 
for the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad, responded to the accident. 
According to Heinrich, the stident sustained minor injuries to 
her knees, and she was able to return to her residence hall later 
Saturday evening. 
"I think she was more freaked out than anything," he said. 
When he received the call to respond to the accident, Heinrich 
said he envisioned a worse scenario. 
WHSV-TV reported wind gusts of up to 55 mph in the 
Shenandoah Valley for Saturday evening. 
Storms hit throughout the East Coast, leaving power outages 
and damage in their paths. 
According to the Associated Press, more than 350,000 
customers were without electricity from North Carolina to Maine 
due to the storm. 
The high winds knocked power out throughout campus, 
causing D-hall to close early and PC Dukes to shut down for 
about two hours. 
Junior Matt Mclvor. D-hall supervisor, said the power outage 
caused D-hall to close at about 6:50 because food heating and 
cooling elements were not operating. 
"There was no way to keep food warm or cold," Mclvor said. 
When the power went out, students who were already eating 
in D-hall were allowed to stay and finish their meal, Mclvor said. 
However, staff did not allow more students to enter the dining 
hall, and they prepared the facility for closing. 
PC Dukes was also forced to shut down temporarily Saturday 
due to the power outage, according to Bharat Shah, Dukes 
manager. 
At about 5 p.m., the power went out at Dukes, Bharat said. 
Employees were forced to remain in the dining area because of 
lack of lighting in the back of the dining facility. 
When the facility reopened at about 7 p.m., workers were 
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Andrew Hurd squats by the stump of a tree that fell on 
an unidentified student during Saturday's rainstorm. 
greeted with long lines and some disgruntled customers 
"Some customers were upset," Bharat said. 
"They weren't aware of the procedures we had to follow [in 
reopening Dukes]." 
Before they could reopen. Dukes employees had to turn on 
food preparation equipment and reboot cash registers. These 
procedures take about 30 minutes to complete. 
Judge grants 
execution stay 
in 1990 murder 
of JMU student 
by Ben Dalbey 
senior writer 
Two days before his scheduled execution for 
the January 1990 murder of a JMU student, a 
federal judge granted Tommy David Strickler a 
stay of execution. 
Convicted in July 1990 for the murder of 
then-sophomore Leann Whitlock, Strickler was 
granted the reprieve Tuesday pending further 
legal action. 
U.S. District Judge Robert Merhige Jr. 
granted Stickler's stay, assigned him legal 
counsel and gave him 20 days to file an appeal, 
according to Don Harrison, a spokesman for the 
attorney general's office. 
The stay was granted to give Strickler time 
to file habeas corpus proceedings in federal 
court, moving the appeal process to the next 
level of the judicial system, Harrison said. 
"This is the start of the federal review of the 
case, in essence," he said. 
If Strickler files his paperwork by the 
deadline, Harrison said, the attorney general's 
office should have a response about the first 
week of December. 
Strickler, from the New Market area, and 
Ronald Lee Henderson, of West Virginia, 
abducted Whitlock from Valley Mall on Jan. 5, 
1990. 
The two robbed and then murdered Whitlock 
with a 69-pound rock. Her body was found near 
see EXECUTION page 2 
Local man, Hunter's Ridge in dispute 
regarding apartment complex parking 
by David Hurt 
staff writer 
It seems parking problems aren't limited to 
the JMU campus. 
A Shenandoah County resident and Hunter's 
Ridge apartment complex clashed recently over 
disagreements about parking. 
Chuck Ronnenberg, a Mount Jackson 
resident, is in dispute with Hunter's Ridge 
management and Teter's Exxon and Deli, 
which provides towing _________ 
service for Hunter's 
Ridge, over what he 
feels is unfair towing 
of his car and abusive 
treatment by the tow 




up Rob Munro, a JMU 
senior who is blind, 
from Halterman Karate 
Institute each Thursday 
evening and drives him to Munro's Hunter's 
Ridge apartment. 
When he arrives at the apartment complex, 
Ronnenberg walks Munro to his apartment, 
leaving his car parked in a space in front of 
Munro's apartment for about three minutes, 
according to Ronnenberg. However, most 
weeks, upon returning to his car, Ronnenberg 
would find his car either being towed away or 
in danger of being towed, Ronnenberg said. 
Teter's Exxon employees tried to tow his car 
three times in the past month after Ronnenberg 
All we do is follow 
[Hunter s Ridge s] rules. 
[Hunters Ridge] sets 
the guidelines. 
Gary Teter 
owner of Teter's Exxon 
left his car for a few minutes to walk Munro to 
his apartment and help him in, according to 
Ronnenberg. 
In the first incident several weeks ago, 
Ronnenberg came out of Munro's apartment to 
find a tow truck blocking his car, he said. The 
tow truck driver allegedly demanded $25 from 
Ronnenberg to avoid having his car towed, but 
Ronnenberg refused to pay. The driver 
eventually let him go after he refused to pay, 
according to Ronnenberg. 
_________      Joe Sirico, Hunter's 
Ridge property 
manager, gives a 
different account of 
the incidents. The first 
time Ronnenberg was 
verbally abusive with 
the tow truck driver, 
Sirico said. After the 
first incident, Sirico 
asked Ronnenberg to 
come get a sticker, and 
the situation would 
end right there. 
Sirico said he explained the parking rules 
and regulations to Ronnenberg after the first 
incident. 
According to Gary Teter, owner of Teter's 
Exxon, "All we do is follow [Hunter's Ridge's] 
rules. [Hunter's Ridge] sets the guidelines." 
The second week, the same thing happened. 
When Ronnenberg. with his daughter in the car, 
helped Munro inside and helped carry in some 
groceries, he came outside to find a tow truck 
getting ready to tow him. 
He paid the $25 the second time, he said. 
'The man that manages the apartments said I 
threatened him," Ronnenberg said. He denies 
ever becoming abusive to Sirico during the 
second incident. 
According to Sirico, Ronnenberg was parked 
in a fire lane during the second incident. Sirico 
had previously explained to Ronnenberg that 
parking in a fire lane was illegal. 
During the second incident, Sirico said 
Ronnenberg became abusiye with Sirico. That 
night, Sirico served a trespass notice through 
Harrisonburg police for Ronnenberg because 
Sirico was "fed up," Sirico said. 
Harrisonburg Police responded to the second 
incident and said Hunter's Ridge was right 
because the incidents occurred on private 
property, Sirico said. He told Ronnenberg he 
could still drive Munro home but must stay on 
the public road that runs through Hunter's 
Ridge. 
After the second incident, Sirico gave Munro 
two parking stickers to give to whomever drove 
him home. He said to keep one laminated to 
give to various people and to give the other to 
Ronnenberg. But Ronnenberg did not put the 
sticker on, Sirico said. 
Tensions escalated again a third time. When 
Ronnenberg took Munro home Nov. 2, two 
security guards on foot and a tow truck driver 
tried to block him in again and threatened to 
low him. 
The security guards approached 
Ronnenberg, shouting at him to stop, 
Ronnenberg said. He jumped in his car and 
tried to leave. 
see PARKING page 2 
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How to place a 
classified ad 
Come in person to The Breeze's 
office in the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
weekdays between 8 a.m. and 
5 p.m. 
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 
words, $2 for each additional 
10 words; Boxed classified, $10 
per column inch 
Deadlines: noon Friday for 
Monday issues, noon Tuesday 
for Thursday issues 
Classifieds must be paid in 
advance in The Breeze office. 
Parking  
continued from page 1 
The guards threatened him with 
mace, according to Ronnenberg, but 
he just drove over the curb and left. 
"I feel my constitutional rights as 
an American were violated," he said. 
"I can deal with it happening to me, 
but what about other people?" 
The tow truck allegedly tried to 
block him on the road that runs 
outside Hunter's Ridge, and then the 
driver verbally threatened'him. 
Ronnenberg admits to then becoming 
verbally abusive to the tow-truck 
driver. 
"All they want is my money," he 
said. "They block you in and demand 
$25. 
"I said to the driver, 'That is my 
car, and they are not going to take 
it,'" Ronnenberg said. 
He added, "I am just trying to lead 
a blind man up the steps to his 
apartment." 
The third time, Sirico was not at 
the scene, so he only heard about the 
incident after the fact. He said 
Ronnenberg tried to run over a 
security guard and threatened him. 
Sirico said the guard did take mace 
out but did not point it at 
Ronnenberg. 
Teter said, "[Ronnenberg] does 
have an attitude problem and does 
have a problem with authority. He's 
been 100 percent wrong each time." 
Munro said this past Thursday 
passed without incident. Ronnenberg 
drove him home but stayed on the 
public road that runs through 
Hunter's Ridge. 
Sirico said, "I don't think it is a 
problem anymore. He came on 
property but just drove through." 
Sirico said he sent Munro a letter 
explaining the apartment complex's 
position. Sirico said Munro has lived 
in Hunter's Ridge the past three 
years, and this has never been a 
problem before. 
"We do all we can to 
accommodate for [Munro's 
disability]," he said. 
"[Ronnenberg] just didn't want to 
follow the rules at all. He came up 
here looking for trouble," he said. 
Sirico is willing to drop the 
trespass notice and let Ronnenberg 
come on the property as long as he 
follows the rules. 
Driving someone home with a 
disability "does not give him the 
right to break all the rules," Sirico 
said. "We gave him ample 
opportunity to follow the rules." 
Sirico would like to sit down with 
Ronnenberg and go over all the rules 
so there is no dispute in the future, he 
said. 
Munro said, "Both parties have 
shares of the blame. Both parties 
have been silly," 
"[Sirico] has been very 
cooperative and reasonable to me at 
least," he said. 
Munro said he has suffered no 
backlash from these incidents. 
Sirico said Hunter's Ridge's 
parking policy is widely supported 
by its residents. About a year ago. 
Sirico tried to abolish the regulations, 
he said. 
A survey was sent out, and 
residents overwhelmingly opted to 
keep the towing enforcement 
policies, he said. Since then, Sirico 
has backed off that proposal. 
Ronnenberg said he received an 
anonymous call on his answering 
machine that said he was glad 
someone was coming forward and 
doing something. He said the caller 
said Hunter's Ridge has been ripping 
people off for years.   . •      • • 
Execution  
continued from page 1 
Waynesboro on Jan. 13, and Strickler 
and Henderson were indicted on 
capital murder charges April 23, 
1990. 
The two had previously been 
indicted on charges of abduction and 
murder in connection with the 
Whitlock case. 
Henderson was granted a change 
of venue for his trial because of 
pretrial publicity. He was convicted 
of murder in March 1991 and 
received three life sentences in the 
Winchester Circuit Court in June 
1991. 
Strickler was sentenced to death 
by the Augusta County Circuit Court 
in September 1990. 
The Virginia Supreme Court 
upheld the capital murder conviction 
in April 1991. 
Harrison said he could not say 
what the state's plan of action will be 
to prosecute Strickler until his 
paperwork is filed. 
"We have to wait and see what 
their argument is," he said. 
While the legal proceedings of 
Whitlock's murder continue, JMU 
officials can still remember the effect 
her death had on the community. 
Fred Hilton, JMU director'of 
Media Relations, said Whitlock's 
murder had a profound effect on 
JMU and the surrounding area. "It 
was a very distraught time for the 
entire university community," he 
said. 
The abduction's ramifications 
reached further than just JMU 
because the incident occurred in 
broad daylight at the crowded mall, 
he said. 
He said the occurrence was tragic, 
but some good came of it. "[It] 
reinforced the idea that you have to 
always be alert." 
Alan MacNutt, director of Public 
Safety, also said Whitlock's death 
brought the issue of safety to the 
Case History 
Jan. 5, 1990- 
Jan. 13, 1990 | 
April 23, 1990' 
Sept. 19, 1990- 
June 17, 1991 
Nov. 7,1995- 
Strickler grant* ■ 
forefront of the community. 
"It got people thinking about 
using our escort services more than 
they had been," he said. 
The tragedy also provided a push 
to implement a shuttle system to 
drive students from the more remote 
parking lots to campus at night, 
MacNutt said. 
"Also, I saw a community come 
together," he said. 
Cooperation between student 
leaders and the Harrisonburg Police 
Department kept everyone focused 
ANGELA TERRY/graphics editofi 
on the important issues of the event] 
he said. "Those people did a fantastic 
job." 
MacNutt added that HPD SgtJ 
Don Farley, recently elected sherifj 
of Rockingham County, waq 
instrumental in helping students with 
the loss of Whitlock and assuring 
them the police were doins 
everything possible to solve the case] 
"There was some latent hostility 
that started to pop up," MacNutt said| 
"and Don handled that very well with 
sincerity and with the truth." 
Politics 
Republican Jim 
Miller fields a question 
Saturday afternoon 
during the issues 
conference of the 
College Republicans 
Federation of Virginia 
issues in Zane 
Showker Hall. Miller 
officially announced 
his candidacy for 
Republican John 
Warner's U.S. senate 
seat. Some state 
Republicans expressed 
dissatisfaction with 
Warner when he failed 
to support Oliver North 
in his 1994 bid for 
Chuck Robb's U.S. 
senate seat and vowed 
to find another 
Republican to 
challenge Warner in 
1996. 
KYLE BUSS/senior photographer 
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Off-road parking 
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Flooding-prone plain of potholes known as 'the gravel pit' not owned by JMU 
by Rick Thompson 
staff writer 
JMU officially calls it Y-lot. 
Students, on the other hand, 
colloquially refer to it as "the gravel 
pit." 
The parking lot on Grace Street 
across from Anthony-Seeger Hall is 
the source of many headaches for 
commuter students looking for 
parking spots every morning for 
classes in Anthony-Seeger and Duke 
halls, the Music Building and other 
buildings on campus. 
Commuter students frequently 
ask why the university cannot pave 
the lot and why the lot is so prone to 
flooding. 
"When it rains, there are huge, 
huge puddles of water that take up at 
least four spaces [each]," Kerry 
Fitzgerald, an English graduate 
student, said. 
Senior Don Halcombe, a Student 
Government Association senator, 
brought up the gravel pit subject at 
the SGA's parking forum Nov. 1. 
"There's a perception among 
students that the administration 
doesn't care" about student concerns 
over Y-lot, Halcombe said Nov. 11. 
According to Tara Armentrout, 
director of parking, JMU does not 
own the lot, but leases it from 
Rockingham Cooperative. 
Al Menard, Parking Advisory 
Committee chairman, said, 
"[Leasing] presents a lot of problems 
in terms of state guidelines" as to 
what JMU can do to improve 
ROGER WOLLENBERG//?Aoro editor 
The view through the windshield of a student's car reveals a common sight — Y-lot, or the 'gravel pit' 
filled with vehicles. JMU rents the lot from the Rockingham Cooperative for about $1,700 per month. 
conditions on the lot. 
These guidelines make it very 
difficult for JMU to consider making 
changes to the lot without permission 
from the owners, he said. 
Cecil Wright, general manager of 
Rockingham Cooperative, said he 
was not sure if any arrangement 
could be made to work with JMU on 
improving the lot. 
The lot is only partially owned by 
the cooperative, Wright said. The 
cooperative owns about 65 to 70 
percent of the property, while the 
remainder belongs to the City of 
Harrisonburg. 
JMU has leased the property for 
about five years, Wright said. 
According to Fred Hilton, director 
of Media Relations, JMU pays about 
$1,700 a month for use of the 
property. 
Alan MacNutt, director of public 
safety, said flooding is a problem 
because more water comes into the 
lot than the lot can effectively drain, 
and the pipes that channel the water 
lie on property JMU cannot control. 
"The real problem is the discharge 
from the pipe above, so it's 
problematic," he said, referring to a 
drainpipe on Cantrell Avenue that 
fills the lot much faster than it can 
drain itself through another pipe 
running under nearby railroad tracks. 
That drainpipe is owned by 
Norfolk Southern railroad, which has 
been asked to help keep the pipes 
clear, he said. 
The actual maintenance of the lot 
is the responsibility of JMU's 
facilities management, MacNutt said. 
According to Ted Pelikan. 
education and general services 
manager for facilities management, 
facilities management is planning to 
do more work on the lot in the near 
future. 
"We do try [to keep up with the 
potholes that form there], and we're 
going to do more," he said. 
Facilities management recently 
brought in more fill material to fix 
the potholes and plans to do more 
work during Thanksgiving break, he 
said. 
They should be able to get a 
considerable amount of work done 
with the lot being empty during the 
break. 
"It's a matter of bringing in more 
stone, grading and compacting," 
Pelikan said. 
see PARKING page 9 
by David Hurt 
Ca : the following: 
Bomb Threat 
• An older male, off-campus caller reportedly 
called in a bomb threat to D-haU at 8:68 a.m. Nov. 8. 
The call reportedly was of short duration and 
vague. A search of D-hail yielded negative results. 
Possession of Marijuana 
• A student was charged judictafly with possession 
of marijuana in Wine-Price Hall at 6:01 p.m. Nov. 7. 
• A student allegedly possessed marijuana in 
Hoffman Hall at 11:22 p.m. Nov. 9. 
The incident is under investigation, and charges 
are pending. 
Recovered Property 
• A missing geology field Camp" magnetic sign 
was found on a vehicle parked outside the ca 
police department at the ini 
and South Main streets 
The sign was returned to the geology 
department. 
Possession of University Signs 
• Three university signs reportedly were 
discovered on the sec ■ Eagle HaH at 3 
a.m.Nov. 10. 
The signs were C( 
Dispute 
• Several Individuate were involved in a verbal 
confrontation in the second floor hallway of Eagle 
HaH at 2:47 a.m. Nov. 10. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• Unidentified individuals aflegediy damaged the 
phone box in the hallway of the Sigma Pi fraternity 
house by pulling the wires out at 2:06 p.m. Nov. 8. 
Approximately four wires had to be repaired. 
Destruction of Private Property 
• Unidentified IndivkJuaJs allegedly let the air out of 
all four tires and bent the antenna of a 1991 Honda 
Civic parked on Greek Row at 5:50 p.m. Nov. 9. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a gold- 
beige 21-speed Giant Yukon mountain bike with a 
26-Inch frame from the bike rack in front of the 
Music Building at 2:02 p.m. Nov.8. 
The serial number is GV8M3890. The bike is 
valued at $350. 
Lost or Stolen Wallet 
• An individual left a light tan tri-fold 
waBet on top of a Nne in Burruss HaH at 
10:25 p.m. Nov. 8. The wallet was missing when the 
individual returned. The wallet reportedly contained 
md credit c. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a hood 
emblem off a 1987 Mercedes-Benz parked in H-lot 
at 10:20 a.m.Nov 
Fire Alarm 
• Unidentified Individuals aBegedly set off smoke 
bombs, activating rm in the basement of 
Eagle Hall at 5:5? 
Admissions office's move 
prompts parking changes 
by Jason Brock well 
contributing writer 
Number of drunk I i Aug. 29:43 
When the Office of Admissions moves 
into its new home in Sonner Hall, parking 
assignments in F- and P-lots will change 
Nov. 27 to make access to the office a little 
more convenient for visitors. 
Now a commuter lot located by Chandler 
Hall, F-lot will become the new visitor 
parking area. The 38 commuter parking 
spaces that make up F-tot will be reassigned 
to the north end of P-lot, according to 
University Parking 
Manager       Tara 
AT"oTa faculty     Parking is one of the 
area located across first thiflgS people think 
from Zane Showker 
Haii, will be split about when they come to 
into two sections. rf 
2?thc«3r It theuniversity. 
remain a faculty Tare Armentrout 
and staff parking university parking manager 
area and will be — 
divided from the 
north end, the end closest to Godwin Hall, 
by chains and bumper blocks. The entrance 
across from the Zane Showker Hall bus stop 
will be reopened to form a new entrance into 
the commuter lot, Armentrout said. 
Al Menard, chairman of the Parking 
Advisory Committee, said the lots have been 
reassigned to make access to the admissions 
office, which will move to Sonner Hall 
during Thanksgiving break, easier for 
visitors. The Office of Admissions receives 
more than 30,000 visitors a year, and its 
location in Varner House was difficult to 
find and parking access was always a 
problem. 
Armentrout said, "Parking is one of the 
first things people think about when they 
come to the university." 
Menard said the admissions office's new 
location in Sonner Hall puts it closer to the 
Interstate 81 exit and the main entrance to 
the university. The new visitor lot will make 
access to the admissions office more 
convenient. 
Armentrout said the change was made 
after a two-week study that monitored the 
number of vacant 
^~"^~"~~"^~^ parking spaces in 
P-lot. It was 
estimated that 
between 40 and 50 
spaces are left 
vacant daily. 
The    change 




commuter lot is 
merely       being 
moved      across 
Bluestone Drive. Though the number of 
faculty and staff spaces lost in the change is 
not the same as the average daily number of 
vacant lots found by the study, it should not 
have a big effect on faculty and staff 
parking. 
The decision to create a visitor lot made 
sense because without parking, the new 
location of the admissions office in Sonner 
Hall would be of little consequence, he said. 
Prospective students, parents and any other 
see CHANGES page 9 
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Computing Support & IT Positions Available for the Spring of 1996 
BENEFITS: 
Micro Computing Labs 
HelpDesk 
VAX Operations 
Software Installs/ PC Setup 
Impress employers with job-related experience 
Have access to the latest software and hardware 
Build customer service skills 
Opportunity for advancement 
Applications are located in: Anthony Seeger Computer Lab 
Harrison Computer Lab 
Zane Showker Computer Lab 
HelpDesk in Miller 
..or you can access the application electronically!!! Details at application pick-up spots. 
Application Deadline: November 17,1995 ® 5pm 
Must be turner! in to Miller G41 or HelpDesk  
GET PAID TO LEARN!!! 
in conjuction with Harmony 
The Incredibly True 
Adventures of Two 
Girls In Love 
Tues. & Wed. Nov. 13 & 14 
short film before the movie will be 




'       except ' 
»      Sunday: ' 
|   S1.50. 7& | 
9:30 unless . 
otherwise 
'       noted. * 
I      Sunday I 
|   movjes are | 
free!   7:30 . 
only. 
*     For more * 
I    info, call I 
X4UPB. 
THE COLLEGE EVENT 
OF THE YEAR 
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tMaa>iai>"B 
Kids 
Thurs., Frl & Sat, 
Nov. 16,17 & 18 
Faraway, So Close 
Sun., Nov. 19 
'AWArl-UPaiiTOTHEWORlD.' 
ARE YOU SHI VERING WITH 
ANTICI PATION? 
HEADLINERS 
><■■;■ ■ tits: 
thai classic cull flick 
ROCKY HORROR 
PICTURE SHOW! 
Friday, Nov. 17 
MIDNIGHT IN THE: PC BALLROOM! 
Drag is strong ou raged! 
Prepare youi other props! 
KIDS 
........ mm w>_H»ML «L*!i 
—aace.tv.-a—    "W- I 
Jsrrgs KiaJison 
Jcln lha Crvw 
CHECK OUT THE KIDS ON CAMPUS WEI ill! AT 
kh>://www.imi««t.c.a/Mu. 
KIDS 
showing Nov. 16-18 
Admission is b2 for all shows 
panel discussion following • 
Thurs. 7 p.m. show involving faculty, 
community and student leaders 
a different 
set of |aws. 
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Students address race, 
gender issues at workshop 
by Suzanne Compton 
staff writer 
Wheelin' 
MEAGAN VILSACK/staff photographer 
Sophomore Andy Burt, a disabled student, dribbles the ball during a game of 
wheelchair basketball Friday night. Greek students challenged the Blue Ridge 
Riders to a match, sponsored by the Office of Disability Services. 
Strengthening the lines of communication, 
more than 100 students came together to 
discuss gender and race issues. 
The Office of Affirmative Action and Sigma 
Gamma Rho sorority sponsored a workshop 
titled "Examining Gender and Race Opinions" 
Wednesday evening in the Warren Hall 
Highlands Room. 
"Some of the goals of this workshop were to 
continue dialogue, clear up misinformation and 
lack of information, and continue student 
discussions from previous workshops," said 
James Wadley, affirmative action officer. 
Alan Schwitzer, an assistant professor at Old 
Dominion University, facilitated the workshop. 
The audience was broken down into focus 
groups of six to eight people. Each focus group 
had a student facilitator. |_ 
"The focus group is a place to talk and hear 
other people's opinions. Some opinions will be 
the same as yours, and others will be different," 
Schwitzer said. 
Student facilitator Faithea Flowers, a junior 
marketing major, said, "It was a good 
experience and great to see everyone learn 
about one another's perspectives." 
Before the discussion began, Schwitzer told 
the focus groups to listen to each other, to 
respect other people's opinions and to be 
honest. He also asked the group to keep 
everything discussed confidential. 
Each focus group had several questions to 
discuss. The students were asked to try to find 
possible solutions to the questions at hand. 
After the focus groups discussed their 
questions, the student facilitators shared with 
the entire group what each focus group had 
discussed. 
Speaker focuses 
on Islamic faith 
by Robyn Fuller 
contributing writer 
A Muslim speaker discussed devotion to the Islamic faith and 
clarified views on Islam at the Muslim Coalition meeting 
Wednesday. 8 
Guest speaker Anwar Hajaj, professor of Islamic studies at 
American Open University, presented "Islam in Focus" to about 
75 people in Zane Showker Hall. 
'1 love to talk to people about my faith," Hajaj said. 
Hajaj pointed out the influence of the media on society's 
views of religion, especially Islam. 
He expressed and clarified his own view of Islam, which 
includes the belief in one God, Allah, and in God's prophet and 
messenger, Muhammad. Muslims have a "total submission to 
Allah," he said. 
Hajaj stressed the importance of a Muslim's dedication to the 
faith and how devotion to God and submission to God are 
parallel. 
He discussed the five pillars, which include proclamation of 
faith, praying five times daily, donation of 2.5 percent of net 
yearly income toward Islamic causes, fasting for one month out 
of the year and visiting Mecca at least once in a lifetime. 
Muslims must uphold these pillars throughout their lives. 
Hajaj provided a brief history of the religion and fielded 
questions from the religiously and culturally diverse audience 
throughout the program. One such question, posed by a student, 
was "Where do you stand on evolution?" 
Hajaj quickly responded, "Why waste time even thinking 
about it? God is the all-knowing!" He explained the Islamic 
beliefs of creation. 
"Humans were all created from clay, beginning with Adam," 
he said. "(There is] no race or color according to Muslims." 
Hajaj said one-fifth of the entire global population is Islamic, 
and 10 million Muslims live in the United States. 
One student said he felt Hajaj interpreted Islamic teachings in 
a way that those present could understand. 
"I thought he was a very informative speaker who clarified 
the basic fundamentals of Islam," said Derek Johnson, junior 
see ISLAM page 9 
Many of the questions addressed at the 
workshop focused on feminist and minority 
perspectives and whether these perspectives 
should be a part of the curriculum. Other 
questions focused on whether elementary 
schools and colleges should promote diverse 
values and the role of affirmative action. 
The question about feminist and 
multicultural perspectives brought about several 
possible solutions. 
One group agreed there should be more 
emphasis on feminist and multicultural 
perspectives. Group members suggested these 
issues be emphasized in the courses already in 
place. For example, in literature and history 
classes, a certain amount of time should be 
spent specifically addressing feminist and 
multicultural perspectives. 
Another solution proposed incorporating 
feminist and multicultural perspectives in the 
elementary school curriculum. 
Another group addressed the question of 
whether school systems, elementary through 
college, should promote traditional American 
values and diverse values, or should minority 
students adopt traditional American values? 
The group explained that all cultures are 
important and should be addressed in the 
schools. The group also suggested that teachers 
be required, as part of their certification, to 
learn about different cultures, so they will be 
better prepared to teach diverse values. 
One group member said there is more than 
one perspective of what it is to be an American. 
"We need to understand that diversity built our 
country, and our education needs to reflect 
that." 
Another question required a focus group to 
discuss the role of affirmative action on college 
see WORKSHOP page 9 
Direct lending program faces 
possible extinction by Congress 
by Steve Lee 
staff writer 
The state of financial aid in higher education may change if 
some Republicans succeed in pushing elimination of the direct- 
lending program through Congress. 
In direct lending, the federal government funds loans to 
colleges and universities for financial aid to students, according 
to John Sellers, JMU director of financial aid. Direct lending 
differs from the Federal Family Education Loan Program, where 
the private sector, usually banks, provides the funds for student 
loans. 
In essence, direct lending eliminates any "middle man" from 
some student loans. 
JMU is under the FFELP program and would not be affected 
by any cuts to direct lending. Sellers said. 
Direct lending started in 1994 when schools began to apply to 
the government to receive direct lending. 
According to the U.S. Department of Education, 40 percent of 
student loans are made through the direct loan program. 
Any school not under the direct lending program uses the 
FFELP program. 
According to an article Oct. 27 in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education, if Congress decides to cut direct lending, schools 
using the direct- lending program would have to go back to the 
FFELP program. 
According to a press release from the U.S. Department of 
Education, a House of Representatives bill proposes to cut direct 
lending altogether while a Senate bill proposes to impose a 20 
percent cap on direct lending. The House and Senate are meeting 
to settle the differences between the proposals. 
Sellers said direct lending is an administrative tool because it 
allows funding to come from one source, the federal government 
instead of multiple banks. 
Direct lending also features electronic-fund transfer, which 
allows loan checks to come in electronically rather than 
manually, Sellers said. Electronic fund transferring of checks is 
more efficient because it does not require that each student 
endorse his or her loan check. 
JMU applied for the direct-lending program two years ago 
and was accepted* kut<deelined«lwoffer,accordingte Sellers.' •' - 
According to Wayne Sparks, University of Virginia director 
of financial aid, direct lending also simplified the application 
process for students and reduced the time it takes students to 
receive loans. 
Under the FFELP program, it takes two to four weeks for a 
student to receive a loan and could take as long as four to six 
weeks if the lender is out-of-state, Sparks said. 
With the electronic-fund transfer direct loans can be 
transferred in 72 hours, he said. 
Electronic-fund transfer also allows any left-over balance 
from the loan to be transferred to the student's bank account 
instead of having a check generated. Sparks said. 
According to Sellers, although JMU is under the FFELP 
program, the university has the electronic fund transfer hardware, 
which allows JMU to receive checks electronically from some of 
the different banks with which JMU deals. 
Sellers said he believes that having the new technology gives 
the FFELP program the efficiency of the direct-lending program. 
"We have positioned ourselves so that we have all the features 
on the FFELP program that the direct-lending program has," 
Sellers said. 
Other than these two differences. Sellers said there is no 
difference between the two programs and it should be up to each 
school to decide which program fits their resources best. 
JMU applied for direct lending to keep options open because 
administrators were not sure if they wanted to enter the program, 
Sellers said. 
After conducting a feasibility study, administrators decided 
against direct- lending for two reasons, Sellers said. 
A committee composed of Alan Cerveny, associate vice 
president of admissions and enrollment services, and faculty 
members from the Office of Financial Aid and Student 
Accounting and Cashier Office studied the results and made the 
decision against direct lending, Sellers said. 
The first reason was that the university was, and still is, 
involved in developing the Integrated Information System, a 
computer information system. Some thought it wouldn't be good 
to undertake two new projects at the same time. Sellers said. 
The second reason was that JMU didn't have the necessary 
see LBW>iNfl page 9 
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OFFICIAL RING COMPANY 
FOR CLASS OF 1995 . 
Date: November 13-15 
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Place: Grafton Stovall 
Job Opportunities 
for Spring S«to<st<r! 
Eypfcnd your Horizons! 
Apply to k« kn RA for Spriny! 
B«COH%< A Resident AJviscr 
Tke Office of Residence Life is keceptinj 
Applications for Anticipated" resident adviser positions 
for Spring Semester 199©. 
Tke RA position is on< tkxt ckt\ of fir students A 
variety of le&derskip, kelpin?, And r^AnA^er^ent skills. 
You cAn xlso  leArn & lot Akout teAn>u/ork And  h%Ake 
kxAny u«u/ friends. 
Tkis application process is for Spring 199«» only. If you 
Are interested in tke selection process for next yeAr, 
u/Atck for details cofoinq soon. 
If you u/ould like to Apply for positions kefinninf 
Ji.nui.ry 1996 stop ky AlOl Huffh*An HAII for An 
application packet. 
Applications And reference fortes h>ust ke sukfeitted 
to ORL no Uter tUn Decehxker 1, 1995. 
riTTf-.-T, T.i. 
Health Center is sponsoring 
CPR certification class 
The Health Center is sponsoring a CPR 
certification class through the American Heart 
Association. The classes are Nov. 14 and 16, 7- 
10 p.m. There is a $10 fee, ($6 for renewal), and 
participants must purchase their own manual and 
mask. Those interested can sign up at the Health 
Center (X6177). 
Honor Council questions to be 
addressed at forum Nov. 15 
NAACP and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity are 
sponsoring an honor council forum Nov. 15, 
Taylor Hall, rm. 305. All interested are 
encouraged to attend.at 7 p.m. 
Gallery announces artisans 
exhibition, holiday open house 
Abundance, a gallery in Hinton, announces a 
holiday exhibition by the Association of Virginia 
Artisans Nov. 15-Jan. 6. The exhibition will 
begin with a holiday open house Nov. 15-18. 
Abundance is located about seven miles west of 
downtown Harrisonburg on Rt. 33 in Hinton. For 
more info, call 867-0308. 
Creative Anachronism Society 
looking for new members 
The Society for Creative Anachronism is a non- 
profit educational organization dedicated to the 
recreation of the tourneys, skills and feasts of the 
Middle Ages. Come to the monthly meetings to 
help build the College of Shenvale. The meeting 
is today, 667 Virginia Ave. in Harrisonburg, 7:30 
p.m. For more info, call the Wellses at 432-9051. 
Alastor holding poetry benefit 
Alastor is presenting a poetry benefit for 
Faculty for Responsible Change Nov. 15. 
Faculty members reading original poetry will 
be Susan Facknitz, Barkley Rosser and Philip 
Tabakow. Students reading are Kevin Barents, 
Elisabeth Bergman and Erica Bleeg. 
The benefit is at the Artful Dodger, located on 
Court Square, 8-10 p.m. Donations welcomed at 
the door. 
Phi Chi Theta fraternity seeks 
canned food for Mercy House 
Phi Chi Theta fraternity is sponsoring a canned 
food drive to benefit Mercy House starling today 
in Zane Showker Hall lobby. A box will be in 
Zane Showker lobby today - Nov. 15. 
The School for Wives' 
performing Nov. 14-18 
The Masterpiece Season performance, "The 
School for Wives" by Molicre is Nov. 14-18, 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre in Duke Hall. Call 
X7000 for ticket information. 
Paramount's Kings Dominion 
is auditioning at JMU 
Paramount's Kings Dominion is auditioning 
students today for actors, singers and technicians 
3-5 p.m. and instrumentalists 5-7.p.m,,at Phillips 
Center Ballroom. 
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• "Nuts & Bolts: A Student Leader Workshop." Taylor Hall, rm. 302, 5-6 p.m. 
• Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration planning meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,6:30 p.m. All 
interested in planning the celebration should attend. 
• Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 7 p.m. 
• College Republican meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 7:30 p.m. 
• JMU Percussion Ensemble, Music Building, rm. 108, 8 p.m., $4 admission, $2 students 
and seniors, available at the door. 
"Eating with Conscience," Howard Lyman, sposored by ARC, Taylor Hall, rm. 305. 
Tuesday 
• American Red Cross Blood Drive, Phillips Center Ballroom, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 
• Brown Bag Lunch Series: "Coping With Cancer: A Student's Perspective on How 
Cancer Affects Us," Logan Hall Women's Resource Center, 12:15-1:30 p.m. 
• Circle K meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 6 p.m. 
• JMU Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,7 p.m. 
• AED meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44, 7 p.m. 
• "The Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls in Love," sponsored by UPB, Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $1.50. It will show with the short film, "I Got This 
Way From Kissin' Girls." 
• "Meeting Children's Social and Emotional Needs in the Classroom: Strategies That 
Create Caring Communities," third annual Mosier Fellowship Lecture, sponsored by the 
College of Education and Psychology, Chandler Hall Shenandoah Room, 7 p.m. 
JMU Symphony Orchestra, Wilson Hall, 8 p.m., $6 and $8. Call X7000 for tickets. 
Wednesday 
• Pre-law students question-and-answer session with Mary Donovan, Dean of Students at 
Mercer Law School, Taylor Hall, rm. 309, noon-1:30 p.m. 
• 'Talk About Conflict," sponsored by LEAD and CSDC, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, I p.m. 
• EQUAL meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 5 p.m. 
• Junior Class Council meeting. Warren Hall Piedmont Room. 5 p.m., open to all juniors. 
• Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall. rm. 402.5:30 p.m. 
• Caving Club meeting, Jackson Hall basement, 6 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,7 p.m. 
• "Coloring Knots" lecture, Peter Kohn, Burruss Hall, rm. 36, 7 p.m. 
• "The Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls in Love," sponsored by UPB, Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $1.50. It will show with the short film, "I Got This 
Way From Kissin' Girls." 
Cycling Club/Team meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 8 p.m. 
Tlmrsday 
• Baptist Student Union prayer session, BSU House, 12:15 p.m and 4 p.m. 
• Brown Bag Lunch Series: "Changing Attitudes Toward Cancer: 'Healthy Living' Can 
Decrease Risk." Logan Hall Women's Resource Center, 12:15-1:30 p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,5-6:30 p.m. 
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU House, 5:30 p.m. 
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,5:30-7 p.m. 
• Fellowship dinner at the Wesley Foundation, JMU Methodists, 6 p.m. and the 
New Life Singers Rehearsal, Wesley Foundation, 6:45-7:45 p.m. Call 434-3490. 
• "Kids," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2. There is a 
discussion after the 7 p.m. film. 
• International Affairs Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302, 7 p.m. 
• Campus Crusade for Christ, ?pme Time,]' Miller Hall. rm. 101.8 p.m  
• JMU Chorus. Wilson Hall Auditorium. 8*p.m.. free.   * 
ANGELA TERRY'Igraphics editor 
Political impasse over budget 
may cause fed to shut down 
President Clinton and Republican leaders failed 
Saturday to arrange budget talks aimed at 
averting a shutdown of the federal government, 
engaging instead in incendiary political rhetoric 
as time for an agreement slipped away. 
After a morning of maneuvering over who 
would take part in the talks, Clinton and two 
Republican congressional leaders — House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich (Ga.) and Senate 
Majority Leader Robert Dole (Kan.) — had a 
brief afternoon phone conversation that produced 
no progress, officials said. 
At issue is a spending measure that would keep 
the government operating after midnight tonight, 
when current funding authority runs out. The 
president has said he will veto the measure unless 
Republicans eliminate a provision that would 
cancel a reduction in Medicare premiums. 
The measure has passed the House and will be 
voted on by the Senate today, where it is 
expected to pass easily. If Clinton vetoes it, all 
nonessential services of the federal government 
will be suspended Tuesday. The short-term 
funding authority, called a continuing resolution, 
is needed because Congress has failed to pass 
nine of the 13 appropriations bills for fiscal 1996, 
which began six weeks ago. 
State Republicans jockey for 
leadership roles in the House 
Post-election divisions among Virginia 
Republicans surfaced Saturday as moderates and 
conservatives fought for leadership in the House 
of Delegates, and Democrats tried to lure a 
disaffected GOP senator to switch parties. 
At a Republican caucus meeting, House 
Minority Leader S. Vance Wilkins Jr. (Amherst) 
survived a challenge from Del. Andy Guest Jr. 
(Warren). Guest, a moderate who served as 
minority leader until Wilkins ousted him four 
years ago, argued that he should return to power 
to forge bipartisan coalitions with the majority 
Democrats. Wilkins, however, has built loyalties 
among younger, more conservative delegates, 
many of whom he personally recruited to run. 
The meeting, at the Wintergreen resort, was 
closed, and caucus director Scott Leake would 
not disclose the vote, but he called it an 
"extremely harmonious" session. 
— fe;A'. Times/Washington Post news service 
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Rockingham County Fairgrounds 
COME SEE MORE THAN 20 BREEDS OF 
CATS, KITTENS 8. HOUSEHOLD PETS OF 
ALL SIZES AND COLORS 
Ashby Crossing has earned a rock 
solid reputation for resident 
satisfaction by providing top 
quality service and superb 








When the staff 
promises to do 
something, it gets done. 
Find out why Ashby Crossing 
continues to be the number one 
place to live in Harrisonburg. 
Save 50$ On Admission With This Ad 
1235 F Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Office Hours: 
M-F 9-5 
Office #(540) 432-1001 
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Free Writing Tutors! 
Are yoci worried abocit yoon grades? . 
Having trouble writing papers? 
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Peer Writing Tcitors. 
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continued from page 3 
visitor to the university will be 
allowed to park in the lot as long as 
they have obtained the proper 
identification for their vehicles from 
either the admissions office or 
parking services. 
Armentrout said starting Nov. 13, 
parking services will put flyers on 
il     . ttilx*, \'-y-   M     ■■■■     '    "   '-" • '' ' 
cars in the two lots at different times 
of the day as a little reminder of the 
upcoming change. Parking monitors 
may also direct people to the proper 
lots and make the transition easier 
during the first week of the change. 
Menard said there were no 
immediate plans to change any other 
lot assignments. 
Parking changes at JMU 
•Entrance to P-lot (across from 
Zane Showker Hall) now closed but 
will reopen and become the new 
north entrance to Plot for staff and 
faculty. 
•The Admissions office is moving 
to Sonner Hall, so F-lot (across from 
Chandler Hall) 
will become a 
visi 
• North end of P-lot (across 
from Godwin Hall) will become 
a commuter lot. The 
faculty/staff side will be 
separated by chains and 
bumper blocks. 
BEERWAGEN 
ANGELA TERKMIgraphics editor 
Parking  
continued from page 3 
Facilities management put new 
lights in Y-lot in spring 1995, 
Pelikan said. He is not sure whether 
JMU can pave Y-lot since it does not 
own the lot. "Any improvments must 
be approved by the owner, that's my 
understanding," Pelikan said. 
According to Menard, contrary to 
popular belief, paving the lot would 
have no effect on the drainage 
problem.   "Paving    would    not 
Islam  
continued from page 5 
mass communication major. 
Hajaj ended his speech with a 
general statement that could be 
applied not only to Islam and 
religion, but to all aspects of life. 
"Do not submit blindly to anything," 
he said. "Go and study it; then make 
your decisions." 
The Muslim Coalition sponsored 
the presentation. Sophomore biology 
major Khaled Safa knew of Hajaj 
from the Northern Virginia area and 
asked him to come to JMU. Hajaj is 
originally   from  Palestine   and 
eliminate the flooding," he said. 
Menard described a "Catch-22" 
situation in terms of the flooding in 
Y-lot. "We are faced with either 
using Y-lot and risk flooding or not 
using it at all." 
Menard said JMU is "continuing 
discussion" with Norfolk Southern 
railroad on leasing parking lots on 
either side of Chesapeake Avenue, 
one of the side streets running 
parallel to Main and High streets. 
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received his undergraduate training 
in Saudi Arabia. He has been in the 
United States for IS years and 
pursued graduate studies in America. 
Kalias Muhammad, senior 
political science major, started the 
Muslim Coalition three years ago. 
Safa said the coalition's purpose 
is "to give the correct message about 
the religion and clarify any doubts or 
questions. (*■ 
"Our goal is to give an accurate 
interpretation of Islam," Safa said. 
He estimates only 3 percent of the 
JMU population is Muslim. 
continued from page 5 
campuses. Due to the lack of 
knowledge and the 
misunderstandings about the 
program, the first step for this group 
was to get a better understanding of 
affirmative action. 
This group suggested that more 
cross-cultural events should be held 
on campus so people can get to know 
one another. 
The group also recognized a 
division on campus between various 
groups. The group said there is a 
need for cultural groups to get 
together and discuss similarities and 
differences, which will help provide 
a better understanding of one 
another, and the division lines will 
start to disappear. 
"I benefited from the workshop," 
said Jeff Brown, a junior geography 
major. "I was able to see different 
aspects of problems and see other 
peoples' views in an atmosphere 
where they weren't forcing it on me." 
Wadley said the workshop was 
successful because it gave students a 
chance to express their opinions and 
exchange information confidentially 
in a non-threatening way. 
Lending 
continued from page 5 
equipment to handle direct lending, 
he said. The direct-lending program 
required powerful computers that the 
university didn't have. "We weren't 
closing our options; we just felt at 
that point, it wasn't a good time for 
us to participate," Sellers said. 
The new IIS system is expected to 
be in operation for fall 1997, and is 
capable of handling direct lending. 
But JMU does not plan to apply for 
direct lending, because JMU likes the 
FFELP program, he said. 
University of Virginia uses the 
direct-lending program for its student 
loans. Going back to the FFELP 
program would mean having to deal 
with about 100 different lenders, 
instead of just dealing with one 
lender, according to Sparks. 
Sellers says that the direct-lending 
program started because large 
universities needed the efficiency of 
electronic fund transfer since they 
dealt with a large number of different 
banks due to their large population. 
"For some schools, it was 
godsend. It more or less depends on 
the university and how they had 
reacted to the old program," he said. 
Sellers also thinks the competition 
has been beneficial. "I think all- 
around, direct lending has improved 
customer service for the student and 
the parent because now there is an 
element of competition," he said. 
According to Robert MacDonald, 
director of financial aid at Mary 
Washington College, Congress 
should not kill the direct lending 
program until it has gone through the 
collection phase, where students start 
paying back their loans. 
While some say it is important for 
Congress to wait and see if students 
pay back government-funded loans, 
the government also guarantees 
private loans. Therefore, if a student 
defaults, the government ends up 
footing the bill under either system. 
"I'm not pro-direct lending yet, 
because we haven't seen direct 
lending go through the whole cycle," 
MacDonald said. 
Calendar of Events 
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special guest: Delicious 
Magic Hat 
Former members of Indecision 
TR3 
Highlighting guitarist Tim Reynolds 
who is featured lead guitarist on 
Dave Matthews New CD! 
wmMr IilcJlom mmJm 
Congratulations to our latest winner: 
Ms. Parul Shah 
•Engagement Rings 
•Anniversary 
•Gifts for Mom & Dad 
•Christmas Gifts 
•and more... 
Our next $100 giveaway will be 
Tuesday November 14,1995 in front of the 
library between 12 p.m. and 2 p.m.!, 
Location: 
Behind Town & Campus 
Next to Nations Bank 
Drive Thru 
we reserve the right, without notice, 
to change the conditions of this 
giveaway or cancel it entirely 
WELCOME     433-1833 JMU 
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Dart... 
A belated dart to the person who picked up my 
brand-new jacket after biology Oct. 13. If you 
return it to the biology office, I would really 
appreciate it. 
Sent in by someone who has been very cold this 
fall and is not looking forward to an icy, snowy 
winter. 
Pat... 
Increasing our sensitivity 
"The problem 
appears to stem 
People on bicycles speed to class each day, often 
with little concern for those in their path. Left in 
their wake is an empty trail where everyone 
scurried out of the way to avoid them, like cars 
allowing an ambulance to pass. 
The irony is that they're not ambulances whisking 
victims off to the hospital for care; they're just other 
students going to class, students who frequently display 
little concern for others. While this is irritating to most 
people in the community, it can be a source of daily 
stress and increased danger for JMU students with 
physical disabilities. In the wake of disAbility 
Awareness Week, sponsored by JMU's 
Office of Disability Services, the 
question arises as to how much the 
situation will improve as a result. 
For students with disabilities, the 
task of getting to class each day often      ff/iyyi n Iflrff /if 
requires the aid of a dog, a wheelchair    J ' urn u H*v*V UJ 
or a cane, as well as careful planning      ]rv\ n\A)\ P A O P /if 
to find the course of least resistance.      "lUVVltsLlgC  UJ 
Some people prefer to avoid the hills 
and steps dotting campus, but many 
students with physical disabilities must 
avoid them. Classes on the first floor of the building are 
an added convenience for able-bodied students, but for 
those with physical disabilities, it can be a necessity. 
Every,situation is different, as is the way individuals 
choose to handle it, but everyone with a disability has 
some special needs that must be met. 
With all of the added concerns, the last thing they 
should have to worry about is inconsiderate behavior. 
Those who selfishly enjoy the wind in their hair, at the 
expense of others, need to be more careful. People with 
physical disabilities don't have the leisure of easily 
sliding to the left or right a few steps to avoid collision. 
This could cause them to fall and possibly break 
disabilities. 
something, or, in the worst case scenario, get hit by the 
person on the cycle. 
Riding bicycles without caution or concern is just one 
of the many ways people in the JMU community fail to 
assist others. Able-bodied people often use the buttons 
on the wall designed to mechanically open doors for 
wheelchair access. As a result of this flagrant misuse, 
many of the mechanical doors on campus are broken. 
Other able-bodied students illegally park their cars in 
spaces designated as "handicapped"  or lie to obtain 
"handicapped" status. 
The problem appears to stem from a lack of 
knowledge of disabilities. So do 
programs like disAbility Awareness 
Week improve the situation? 
"The people who go to these kinds of 
functions are the ones who are already 
concerned. The people who aren't 
concerned or aren't aware that they 
need to be concerned are the ones who 
don't go. They're the ones who really 
need to," said visually impaired senior 
Robert Munro. 
It's easy for us to take certain 
privileges for granted. The average student doesn't even 
consider the abilities to see, hear, talk and walk 
"privileges." But it's just as simple to take the time to 
open doors with our hands, leave "handicapped" spaces 
free for those who need them and ride our bicycles with 
caution. In fact, nobody should have to ask us to do this; 
everyone at JMU is smart enough to know better. It's 
not intelligence that's needed when dealing with people 
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A well-deserved pat to the people of Campus 
Assault Response Helpline for extending their hours 
to Thursday at noon through Monday at noon. 
Sent in by the Office of the Sexual Assault 
Coordinator. 
Dart... 
A customer-service dart to Taylor Down Under 
Coffee Bar for not giving me change for a dollar to 
play air hockey. Would it have been that big of an 
inconvenience? 
Sent in by someone who feels just because the 
change machine is out of service, he shouldn 't have 
to walk to Mr. Chips for quarters. 
Vat... 
A thankful pat to the brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc., the ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc., the ladies of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., 
NAACP, BSA and Habitat for Humanity for putting 
on such a wonderful Halloween party and haunted 
house at Simms Recreation Center Oct. 30. 
Sent in by the appreciative staff of Yout Place 
After School and Simms Recreation Center. 
Dart... 
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial 
board, which consists of the editor, managing editor and 
the opinion editors. 
An angry-chocoholic dart to Door 4 for never, ever 
offering hot fudge as a frozen yogurt topping. Don't 
you know that chocolate is everyone's favorite 
flavor? 
Sent in by someone who's sick of tired caramel and 
sorry strawberry sauce. 
Pat... 
A thank-you-for-everything pat to Dr. Craig 
Smith. You are the best landlord a bunch of students 
could ever have. 
Sent in by the ever-so-thankful tenants of 635 S. 
Main St. ,'■.•,,'...• 
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Support America's arctic wildlife; 
protect the Alaskan Indian tribes 
To the Editor: 
Sometime today, the budget resolution passed by Congress 
will come into the hands of President Clinton. The bill, which 
Clinton has promised to veto, includes $1.3 billion in revenue 
from leasing the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife 
Reserve for oil drilling. 
This bill marks the first time in our nation's history that a 
value has been placed on protected public lands and opens the 
door for the future destruction of other national treasures in the 
name of economic gain. Including ANWR in the budget program 
considerably cut down the amount of time given to the debate. 
America's natural heritage should not be destroyed after only a 
short talk; careful deliberation is necessary to ensure a democratic 
decision. 
The coastal plain of the ANWR in northeastern Alaska 
comprises only 10 percent of America's Arctic coastline; the other 
90 percent is unprotected and is open to oil leasing and drilling. 
Also, the coastal plain is home to a diversity of arctic wildlife. 
Specifically, it is the calving grounds for the Porcupine Caribou 
herd. The Gwich'in Athabascan Indians depend on the caribou for 
survival. Oil drilling in the area could destroy the caribou and the 
people who depend on them. 
The proposed drilling may not even be successful. There is 
only a one-in-five chance the area is holding enough oil to last a 
mere 200 days in the United States. The remaining, unprotected 
parts of Alaska already provide 25 percent of our domestic oil 
production and are estimated to produce even more in the future. 
I urge everyone to call or write President Clinton and remind 
him of his promise to veto the budget if it includes ANWR. I also 
urge everyone to call or write to their senators and representatives 
and tell them to remove ANWR leasing from future budget drafts. 
The numbers are: 
• President Clinton (202)456-2461 president@white house.gov 
• Senate switchboard (202)224-3121 
• House switchboard (202) 225-3121 
ISRAEL VlNTOIcontributing artist 
In closing, I would like to say this issue not only claws at our 
environment and our people, but at the roots of our government as 
well. To some people, the environment is most important, and to 
other people, the Indians are most important; but hopefully, the 
way our government does business is important to all of us. Please 
don't let government put through a measure of this magnitude 
without a word from you. After all, this is America, and it is our 





Coffeehouse in Taylor is not the first; 
'Cafe on the commons' is two years old 
To the Editor: 
There are any number of things capable of getting me on the 
soapbox, but this is in response to the Oct. 26 article in The 
Breeze titled "Coffee bar opens" and the entire campus's lack of 
general attention. Taylor Down Under is not the first on-campus 
coffeehouse. Are there any juniors or seniors who remember a 
thing called "Cafe' on the commons?" 
I would like to clarify this further. Presbyterian Campus 
Ministry has sponsored a coffeehouse on campus for two years. 
That is two years we have been providing live acoustic music on 
a regular basis. 
Does having sign-ups all over campus, ads in The Breeze, 
sandwich fjpards on the commons (until they were kindly 
removed), public service announcements on WXJM, live 
musicians performing, microphones, speakers, instruments, if 
applicable, and an audience qualify for recognition by the 
campus? 
Ask any of the musicians who have performed or the singers 
who sang if it was real! I know I was there because since last 
December I have been booking musicians (students and local 
residents), doing the publicity, getting refreshments and coffee 
together, setting up, cleaning up and enjoying myself in the 
process. 
In addition, I guess I am having a terrible time understanding 
why there have been two articles in The Breeze concerning 
Taylor Down Under, and there has been absolutely no mention 
of what has been happening for two years. PCM has even 
sponsored coffeehouses since Sept. 8 in Taylor Down Under. 
Were the coffeehouses that took place Sept. 8 and 22, Oct. 7 
and 20 and Nov. 3 all a big facade? 
Our coffeehouses have been in the weekly events calendar 
for part of the semester, and I even suggested to The Breeze 
covering the coffeehouse might actually be a good idea and 
would give talented performers recognition beyond what the 
audience and I can give. 
Nobody knows how many times I have been asked whether 
this Taylor Down Under thing is the same thing that PCM has 
been doing. Wrong! 
It is not the same, never has been and never will be. PCM 
has just been using the Taylor Down Under venue since the 
beginning of the semester. Taylor Down Under is just a venue, 
just a place. The nature of the place is determined by what is 
happening there. Therefore, Taylor Down Under was not the first 
coffeehouse on campus. 
PCM will keep doing our coffeehouses with great taleht and 
music people can relate to, and Taylor Down Under can keep 
doing whatever it does. I would like to thank all of the people 
who have supported the PCM coffeehouse since it started, and it 
would be nothing without Rick Hill. I hope people wake up and 
realize that something good is happening on campus. Everyone 
is welcome to attend the last two coffeehouses of the year. Oh, 
coffeehouse is, in fact, one word. 
Megan E. Fttzpatrlck 
sophomore 
mass communication 
The Republicans and education 
'The better educated students are, the lower their propensity for crime.' 
I cannot let Scott Pinskcr's statements go unredressed. I am 
referring to The Breeze article on Nov. 2, "GOP could seize 
majority in VA General Assembly for first time this century." 
Mr. Pinsker states that the "Republicans want to spend more on 
education and make the process more efficient..." He goes on 
to say that "Ron Carrier can handle education better than Bill 
Clinton." Exactly when did Bill Clinton announce his candidacy 
for any of the seats in the Virginia General Assembly? 
The Republican party platform for Virginia's '95 elections 
outlined a promise to transfer $300 million in annual state 
lottery profits from the states' 
general fund to local governments 
for education, law enforcement or 
tax cuts. The operative word is 
"or." 
Harrisonburg is a lovely place, 
but just as I do not want my 
landlord in charge of my 
household budget, I do not want Harrisonburg in charge of 
JMU's budget. I know the Republicans like to toss around vote- 
getting buzzwords like "tax cuts," but the truth is, at the state 
level, Virginians enjoy one of the nation's lowest tax burdens. 
Gov. George Allen would have you believe otherwise, but the 
truth is the truth. 
The above is the only real mention of education dollars in the 
Republican budget. They also planned to raise academic 
standards and strengthen discipline in public schools, but they 
gave no specifics whatsoever as to how they planned to do so. 
The Democratic party platform for '95 specifically proposed 
the following objectives: grants to schools for security and 
violence prevention, a computer in every classroom in the state 
by the year 2000, a 22-student ceiling on kindergarten to third- 
grade classes, linkage of state funding to student performance 
and a specific goal of a $200 million increase per year for higher 
education by 2000. 
The Democrats know in order to accomplish the behavioral 
and performance goals they have set, they need to provide an 
impetus, so they have done so. With a 22-student ceiling, more 
computer availability and a concerted effort toward better 
school security, the students of the Commonwealth will have a 
much better environment in which to learn. In turn, they will 
perform better, meeting the academic standards of performance 
that are required in order to receive additional funding. 
In the long run, this really will work. The better educated 
students are, the lower their propensity for crime. So the 
additional funding can come from other areas of the budget, like 
Allen's precious "lock 'em up and throw away the key" 
program. Perhaps if the governor were better educated, he 
would be able to see how this works. 
Mr. Pinsker's most egregious statement in the article was: "If 
you believe that you can spend your money better than the 
government can, you vote Republican." Sure, if you're a huge 
corporation. After all, if you're a huge corporation, all you have 
to do is make a ham-sized donation to the Republican Party in 
order to get your pork-sized corporate tax welfare. This is a 
very popular hobby in Smithfield. 
Another one is washing hog dung into the local Chesapeake 
Bay tributary at night when there are no loud-mouthed 
environmentalist Democrats around to watch. If you are an 
average Virginian, your tax cut, if you ever get it, will amount 
to about $1.85 per paycheck. That's what Ronald Reagan's 
huge tax cut amounted to. 
Two years ago, the Clinton administration began a program 
to make student loans cheaper, faster and easier for the 
students. It is called direct 
lending. It eliminates the 
banks, and the students 
borrow directly from the 
government. JMU does not 
yet have it, but University of 
Virginia does, and it works 
well  there,  according  to 
Guest Columnist 
— Scott Henrichsen 
James Ramsey, associate director of financial aid at UVa. 
This is a good program. It will save taxpayers $6 billion 
over the next five years, and it only has 1,400 colleges on 
board so far. 
The most important thing is, students will have an easier 
time paying back their loans, and they will be paying them 
back to the government, not lining the pockets of some bank. 
The government will eventually be able to stop paying the 
banks their subsidies for keeping student interest rates low. 
And therein lies the problem. Stop a federal subsidy? 
Unheard of! The banks have had lobbyists crawling all over 
Washington since last year's election, trying to get the 
Republicans to kill the direct-lending program. They have 
emerged partially victorious. The House Republicans (Ghengis 
Newt and the Gang) have voted to kill it. Senate Republicans 
have voted to restrict it to only 20 percent of all student loans. 
They'll end up keeping their subsidy! Because after all. 
Republicans know that you can better spend your money than 
they can, right? 
Meanwhile, Virginia has been a fiscally top-rated state for 
years. It has never run a deficit. The Democrats have been in 
charge for a very long time. We enjoy a great university 
system that enjoys a national reputation for excellence. All 
despite the fact the Democrats have been in charge. How did 
we ever let this happen? 
I'll tell you how: we had intelligent and responsible 
leadership in the General Assembly, and those Republicans 
who have been there, until now, have been of the swiftly 
vanishing breed which eschews the practice of shallow 
posturing and obstructionism. Unfortunately, that breed is of 
late on the endangered species list. The ironic part is the 
Republicans, as a rule, are against endangered species 
protection. 
Scott Henrichsen is a junior music education major who still 
has faith in the voters of this commonwealth. 
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PHIL 250  Introductory Logic 
Is now Gen Ed course in Critical Thinking 
Classes consist  of one lecture and 
one computer  lab per week 
Many open spaces,   many times 
This  is your best  opportunity ever to 
fulfill  the  Philosophy/Religion General 
Education   (Liberal  Studies)   Requirement 
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FACULTY REMINDER: 
Textbook adoptions are overdue! 
If you have an outstanding 
adoption please e-mail it to the 
JMU Bookstore ASAP at 
"FAC TXT". 
Thanks to the faculty who 
have promptly submitted their 
adoptions! 
JMU >p> 
AS SEEN 0\ €»S NEWS "III Hill HS" 
BREAK 
COMPLKTr * & 7 NlGWT TBlf>S 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
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If you want a successful career, 
start with a successful company 
These James Madison Graduates chose ADP to start their careers. 
Advancement opportunities happen fast and often as our markets increase. 
This leaves lots of room for ambitious, eager-to-succeed 
sales professionals to achieve their goals. 
Picture Yourself Here! 
























Class of 1988 
Marketing 
WHO IS ADP? 
S09 is one of the Jargesi independent compa- 
nies in the United Stales dedicated to providing 
computerized transaction processing, data 
communications and information services. 
Our mission is to help an ever-increasing 
number of clients improve their performance by 
using our computing and data communication 
capabilities for transaction processing and 
information services. 
The most critical element in our continuing 
success is our team of more than 21,000 
employees or. as we call them, associates. 
These people provide the extra edge that 
makes ADP's client service unique. We have 
been most fortunate in attracting and retaining 
exceptionally motivated, talented people who 
share our vision of high-quality service. 
WHAT DOES THIS 
MEAN TO ME? 
ADP has earned top ranking from such 
respected magazines as •Fortune' and Forbes' 
Our financial stability is legendary, standing as 
the only existing corporation to record 136 
consecutive quarters (over 33 years) of double 
digit growth in earnings per share. 
With a track record like that, there aren't many 
companies that can teach you as much about 
success or how to achieve it. As an ADP 
representative you'll have the confidence of 
financial security as well as vertical 
opportunities. You'll have the respect of your 
industry as well as your clients, prospects, 
associates, and peers We will prepare you not 
only for the ADP challenge, but any future 
endeavors. 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT 
WHAT ABOUT EARNINGS 
AND APPLYING? 
Our Team includes graduates from many 
colleges including Loyola, Towson, Maryland. 
Salisbury, Delaware, James Madison, Michigan. 
Richmond, Penn State, LaSalle, Temple and 
Notre Dame-MD. 
Our compensation package will include salary 
and commission with first year average earnings 
of $31.000.00. Excellent fringes include auto 
expense, life, medical and dental insurance, 
slock purchase plan, pension plans and more 
NOTE: Upcoming Seniors, ask about our Fall 
Internships. 
If you're up to THE CHALLENGE call NOW! 
Kara Yeager, Divisional Sales Recruiter at 
410-583-8504. Or see your school's Placement 
or Internship Office for details. 
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Astrology, your fate is written in the stars 
After having my fifth marriage of the past year dissolve 
into an endless series of drunken brawls, broken headlights, 
reconstructive surgery on my groin and $50,000 per year in 
alimony payments, I've decided I've had enough of living my 
life by my horoscope. I'm taking control of my hell-bound 
destiny and saying, "to hell with hell!" unless they're having a 
15 kegger with dancing girls, in which case 1 might be coaxed 
into a little devilish pleasure 
Guest Columnist 
— Jim "Vegas" Terp 
Essentially, I am owning up to the fact that I have been in 
denial for the past 20 years of my life. Two years ago, when 
the first seeds of doubt about astrology were placed in my little 
mind, 1 tried to rationalize, "Hey, maybe I'm not a Cancer! 
Maybe my parents lied to me! Maybe I wasn't born on June 
26, 1975!" 
But after leading life as a Capricorn, Sagittarius, Pisces . . . 
right down to Aquarius, I have found my parents weren't 
wrong. I was. 
Now please don't get me wrong, for those of you who lead 
your life by the stars — more power to you! I'm not trying to 
bring your deviant lifestyle into question. I'm simply saying 
there needs to be a i IT valuation of astrological science. Maybe 
there's a way we can fix this thing together. 
My first proposal is that astrologists dispose of their 
unflagging optimism — life isn't all good — sometimes it just 
downright sucks, and denying the truth doesn't make life any 
easier. 
A classic example otthis optimistic denial is illustrated by 
a recent horoscope for Capricorns claiming, "You are no 
longer a prisoner of inertia . . ." Gee, thanks. But hold on a 
second! You forgot to tell me I was a prisoner of inertia in the 
first place. Let me know the cold, naked truth. For example, 
"Mr./Ms. Capricorn, for the next three years of your life you 
will be stuck in a state of inertia. You'll probably never leave 
your room, you'll take to the bottle and spend your waking hours 
watching television while Richard Simmons's 'Sweatin' to the 
Oldies' blares in the background." 
Listen, I'm not saying that horoscopes should be overly 
morbid. I'm just saying temper the optimism with some 
pessimism. Good in excess becomes a bad thing. 
Secondly, astrologers need to learn to deal with unpredictable 
themes. Take a chance. For once, don't let your predictions 
revolve solely around marriages and finance. First, marriage can 
only happen every so often, and second, you're giving 6 and 7 
year-olds the wrong idea. Put yourself in the shoes of these little 
tykes as they read a horoscope proclaiming, "Marital status 
commands attention. Virgo involved." 
Whoa Nellie! Most 7 year olds aren't even interested in the 
opposite sex (I was the exception), let alone marriage. But what 
are you saying? You're saying, "pick up the nearest available 
Virgo because it is time to get married." Damnit, there are laws 
against that! And what about finances? When you tell Aquarians, 
"property values estimated, you will be happy," you can't 
honestly expect all individuals born between Jan. 20 and Feb. 18 
will benefit from their "property values." What about down-and- 
out Joe who lives on the corner of 15th and L sipping his "40?" 
Yeah, that would make my day a blast, too. 
These errors in cosmic calculations occur way too often. Take 
my horoscope from last Friday: "Suddenly friends, backers 
appear, allies you never knew existed. Talk is that you have a 
veritable gold mine. Enjoy!" Nothing could be further from the 
truth. A more accurate depiction of Friday went, "Go to class, 
take a test, get wasted with friends, stumble to a movie, pass out 
in a stranger's bed. Get tested!" Maybe if astrologers dealt with 
unusual themes like "What will I eat for dinner tonight?" or 
"What color socks will I wear today?" maybe it would be easier 
to cut them some slack. These arc events that have salience in 
everyone's lives and are at the same time very difficult to 
predict. 
I guess the major problem with astrology today stems from the 
fact that there are too many unqualified practitioners. Maybe if 
there was some uniform competency standard, or even better, a 
doctoral program (* 
can already see kids 
lining up), it would be 
possible to ensure a 
higher quality of 
service. 
The creation of such 
a course would have 
multiple positive 
repercussions for our 
chaotic society. 
Presidents would no 
longer have to admit 
shame-faced that they 
take stars into 
consideration when 
planning conferences 
and making decisions 
BRYAN KNlGHTIstaff artist ,nat affect our wori<j. 
Once again, like in the '60s, the question "Hey baby, what's 
your sign?" would be a valid insight into one's personality rather 
than just a cheesy pick-up line. Life would be good. Life would 
have meaning. And astrology would work. 
Jim "Vegas" Terp is a sophomore mass communication major. 
■ 
James Madison University 
Class of 1997 
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THUR& PHI: NOV 16&17 
10 -3 p.m. 
Room 300 WARREN HALL 
(Across from Info. Disk) 
SIOP BY TO SEE 
WHAT IT'S ALL 
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NAME THE COPY 
CENTER & WIN! 
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Order yours nowl See your 
Bolfour Representative tor 
easy, convenient payment 
plans available, as low as 




DATE November 13, 14, & 15 
TIME 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
PLACE Grafton - Stovall 
B        A        L        F        O        U        R 
10855 Lee Highway, Fairfax VA 22030 
What is Bluestone Shoot Yourself ?    T? 
[Any photo you and your friends or any  ] 
group, wants to pose for with a clever, 
runny or uniques idea behind it.        , 
SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
WITH YOUR PHOTO: 
Name 
JMU P.O. Box 
Phone # 
The name of every participant 
in photograph 
SEND TO: The Bluestone 
Shoot Yourself! 
J.M.U. P.O. Box 3522 
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 30 
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Auction raises money for gallery 
Students, faculty donate original artwork to support Zirkle House 
by Dana Schwartz 
staffwriter 
Bright yellow posters screaming 
"Wanted" have been plastered all 
over campus for days now. No — 
this has nothing to do with criminals 
or any of those fraternity fund- 
raisers. This one involves artwork 
contributed by the staff and student 
body at JMU. 
Why are people willingly giving 
up their artwork? The answer is 
simple — to benefit Zirkle House 
Gallery, which desperately needs 
money, according to senior Sandy 
Williamson, director of Zirkle House. 
'Zirkle House is purely a student-run 
organization," she said. "We need 
funds to function." 
Artists dropped off their work last 
week at Zirkle House before the 
Friday deadline. After setting up the 
gallery Sunday, the opening 
reception and bidding will start 
tonight at 7 p.m. 
"The auction is to raise money 
and also give everyone a chance to 
exhibit their art," assistant director 
Caren Hynes, a senior art history 
major, said. 
Once the bidding starts, anything 
goes since it is a silent bid, according 
to Williamson. Everything will start 
off at zero, and the bidding will 
continue until Nov. 15. 'People need 
to come back on Wednesday before 5 
p.m. if there's a particular piece they 
want," she said. 
Adam Kidder, a senior art major 
who donated two silkscreen prints, 
said he feels Zirkle House is 
important for student artists. 
"Zirkle House is an outlet for 
students to share their work. It's the 
one place where they can show off 
their stuff," he said. 
He also said the concept of pricing 
is an important aspect of Zirkle 
House. "It's interesting to see how 
much people will pay for your 
work," he said. 
Faculty and students have donated 
their work. Professor of art and art 
history Philip James, who donated 
two small ceramic bowls for this 
year's auction, stressed the 
importance of raising money for the 
gallery. 
"The Zirkle House exhibitions 
could not be maintained at their 
current level of quality with the 
money that is made available — 
about $130 per year," he said. 
Without the auction, which has 
been held every fall for five years, 
Zirkle House would have very little 
money, according Hynes. Last year's 
auction raised $600. 
Hynes said she encourages 
everyone to come out and bid, adding 
this is an opportune time for people 
to purchase high-quality work for a 
low price. 
The artwork will be varied 
according to what the students and 
faculty choose to donate. This can 
include jewelry, pottery, paintings, 
sculptures, drawings and any other 
type of media, according to Hynes. 
Senior art major Keenia Bryant, 
who donated a lithograph and an 
intaglio (an incised carving), praised 
the gallery. 
"The Zirkle House is a wonderful 
outlet to exhibit work," she said. "In 
general, JMU students do a really 
good job; they approach it very 
maturely and seriously." 
James recommended that 
everyone come to the auction. "I'd 
encourage all faculty, staff and 
administration to get in the spirit of 
the holidays and get that perfect 
Christmas present." 
Assistant Director Caren Hynes (I) and Gallery Assistant Anne Armstrong discuss the arrangement of 
paintings at Zirkle House. The auction tonight will benefit the art gallery. 
HA 
etry re 
PHOTOS BY ANNE KNOX/conlributing photographer 
Graduate adviser of Zirkle House, James Bahn, looks through the 
donated artwork. The artwork will be auctioned off starting tonight. 
rt faculty cause 
Students and teachers join together in FRC fund raiser held at the Artful Dodger 
by Simonc Figola 
staffwritt 
The fateful day of the beginning of 
acadei iry, may sound long ago how, 
it's hardly memory for the members of Facul 
Responsible Change. The faculty group's expenses from 
fighting the administration's decisions are very much a present- 
day reality. 
In order to assist the organization, Alastor. the English 
department's literary publication, is sponsoring a benefit poetry 
reading. 
The reading will be held Nov. 15, at 8 p.m. at the Artful 
Dodger coffeehouse, in downtown Harrisonburg. Admission is 
free, but donations will be accepted. 
Senior English and art history major Erica Bleeg. co-editor 
of Alastor, said of the event, "I tend to think of it 
community thing We're all reading our own work. I wanted 
to give people the opportunity to share their poetry, as well as 
ier editor h and history major 
•eth Bergman, shared the sentiment of writers helping the 
community through die reading of their work. 
• never read [poetry in public] before, but it's for a good 
so I'm going to try it. The FRC is something we really 
believe in; that's why we're doing it. We want to show there's 
still some creativity on campus," Bergman said. 
Robert Berrson, professor of art and member of FRC's fund- 
raising committee, said he was excited about both the economic 
and creative benefits of the poetry reading. 
"We're going to pay off debts and have a celebration of our 
hard work and dedication. ... I have a strong feeling that the 
[court] case played a major role in bringing physics back: it 
really puts the pressure on the administration," he said, referring 
to the recent lawsuit by FRC against the administration. 
Russ Smith, professor of economics and president of FRC, 
said he was grateful for the efforts Alastor put into planning the 
event. "There's a difference between law and justice. The 
American system is very expensive, and I'm very thankful that 
some of our resident poets have decided to do what they can in 
pursuit of truth," he said. 
Sharing in the responsibility of helping the communi 
Thorn Kyger, owner of the Artful Dodger. "They (.'the 
professors involved] had been talking about having a poetry 
reading, so I said.'Why don't you just have it here?' I'll 
basically gear what I'm doing around the performance," he said. 
Susan Facknitz, associate professor of English, said, "It's a 
cooperative venture between faculty and students, so I'm trying 
to support it as much as I can." 
Facknitz, who will be reading her poem, "On Being Asked 
For an FRC Poem," a play on the William Butler Yeats' "On 
Being Asked for a War Poem," said she was happy to be in an 
event showing 'how much the faculty care about the education 
system. And, it's an opportunity to work with students." 
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needed to put 
magic in their 
words 
In June 1995, 22 JMU students followed in the footsteps of writers 
such as T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound and Gertrude Stein, leaving the United 
States to find literary inspiration in Europe. 
Unlike the more famous expatriates, all came home again, changed in 
different ways by "Word-Place-Image," a new studies abroad program 
in London devoted to creative writing. The session lasted two months 
and included a week in Dublin, Ireland. 
"[We wanted] to give students an experience that would put them in 
touch with their creativity," said Charlie Turner, professor of media arts 
and design. Turner co-founded the program with Tom O'Connor, 
assistant professor of media arts and design, and with assistance from 
Doug Kehlenbrink, director of the semester in London program. 
The summer program included several of the traditional semester-in- 
London courses, such as literature, art/architecture and theatre, but also 
provided three more courses that made up the creative writing 
curriculum. 
Students could choose between the poetry and fiction class, taught by 
two London-based instructors, and the screenwriting class, taught by 
O'Connor. Nearly all of the creative writing students took the 
Production Workshop, a mass communication class taught by Turner. 
Students in the Production Workshop worked on compiling the two 
months of work, putting together two literary magazines and 
videotaping excerpts from or condensations of screenplays. 
"We wrote every single day," said Diane Ferguson, a junior English 
major. Ferguson enrolled primarily as a fiction writer. Her major project 
for the program was "William Fogg's Children," a 15-page short story 
about a lonely girl who creates imaginary friends in the church 
graveyard. 
Although the story is set in the United States, Ferguson was inspired 
by a London scene. "The idea came from our hike through Highgate 
Cemetery and seeing all these graves of children," Ferguson said. 
Ferguson also wrote poetry, including this excerpt from 'The End": 
Oh, the places I went 
Oh. the money I spent. 
Oh, the things that I saw 
I done saw them all. 
V 
V 
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ton plus 
lies with spires 
iesfor hire plus 
dry squares 
d party fairs plus 
md bus 
'ight city rush. 
iipleted an honors seminar with participants Shannon 
nee Kingan, both juniors. The three put together 
ii.al of photography and writing, which they presented 
mn Bag Lunch in October. 
managed to produce a great deal of work despite the full 
le "Students in London are full of excitement and new 
ihe same token, they are extremely busy," O'Connor 
y did amazingly well." 
•wiling classes, the students took academic classes as 
he London in Literature class taught by Robert Hoskins, 
)f English. The literature class, like the other academic 
ce a week, once for a two-hour class and once for an 
: class read works by writers such as Charles Dickens 
n. The outings were connected to their readings and 
Greenwich, Bath, Keats's house in Hampstead and the 
house. 
i rich and has such layered history that you always find 
erary places]," Hoskins said. "(The students] were 
scover the extent of their own creativity. . . .Tom 
Charlie (Turner] created the perfect environment for it." 
agreed. Kingan said, "I wanted to go to the places I had 
lit |.. to try to to gain a sense of what it was about those 
red the people who came before me to write." 
laucer's famous cathedral inspired Kingan's poem 
id in this excerpt, she blended words from her American 
ilia history: 
mt your tired, your poor, 
mnmoners and pardoners, 
nes, your clergy, 
indents, your tourists... 
• your huddled masses. 
t us, absolve us 
we can go on 
cheating, and stealing, 
{, helping, and hurting, 
we can have a reason 
c here again. 
h major Kevin Fanning also made connections between 
in England and at home. "Getting over there in a 
. lets you look back on your life in the United States, 
n perspective," Fanning said. 
najor work was a series of six vignettes titled 
earns in 6 zones." Each vignette addressed Fanning's 
otions while riding London's underground train system. 
Fanning also related each narrative to larger themes.. 
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Clockwise from top I: senior 
Kevin Fanning, senior Nicole 
Curry, junior Emily Dean, 
senior Amy Spencer and 
junior Sarah Pressman at 
the site of the ancient Celtic 
monument, Stonehenge, in 
England. These and other 
JMU students travelled to  ■» 
England as part of the 
"Word-Place-lmage" studies, 
abroad program; junior 
Diane Ferguson, on top of 
the world in the window of 
Cardiff Castle in Wales; 
senior Renee Kingan, 
Ferguson and junior 
Shannon Walter outside 
Tintern Abbey, which English 
romantic poet William 
Wordsworth chose as the 
setting of his most famous 
poem. 
"[The work] was ... in between prose and poetry," Fanning said. 
The first vignette opens with the following description: 
On the outer fingers of some lines, it's not unusual for the 
train lights to flicker and then extinguish for a few seconds. In 
these emptier areas, it only takes 3 or 4 stops before you begin 
to sink into your seat and allow the gentle metal cradle to rock 
you down and away. The tube travels along the eerie border 
between sleep and consciousness, where physics and 
sensibility slip quietly from their cages. 
Other students wrote about things closer to home, or closer to 
Madison House, nicknamed "Mad House," the townhouse in central 
London that JMU rents for studies abroad participants. Senior Andy 
Graves wrote "Mad House Blues Haiku": 
Don 7 like cold shower 
Shower in use on top floor 
Dirty night tonight 
Crowded in kitchen 
No room at table for me 
Hungry night tonight 
Graves participated in the program as a screenwriter. His screenplay, 
"Bicycle," was one chosen by the students to be videotaped. "I was 
director, I was an actor and I was writer," Graves said. "It was really 
exciting." Graves said he is considering going into directing and acting 
as a career. 
Though the two months were challenging, the program was not all 
work and no play. The students traveled on weekends and took day trips 
outside of London. 
Graves went with friends to Galway and Cork, Ireland, where "we 
kissed the Blarney Stone," and in August, he traveled through Europe. 
His adventures included meeting a man claiming to be a psychic in 
Galway and experiencing a bomb scare in Austria. 
Other students visited Tintern Abbey and the River Wye, two sites 
immortalized by Wordsworth, as well as Dover Beach, Stratford, 
Yeats's birthplace and Stonehenge. 
There was plenty to do in London, too. Ferguson spent much time in 
the Queen's Rose Garden in Regent's Park, and Kingan added, "We did 
the literary pubcrawl." 
"Writing students are different from normal students in that they're 
much more willful and more individualistic," Turner said of the 
program participants. "[They say] 'Let's do it our way.'" 
Ferguson echoed Turner's opinions. "Everyone was free to express 
their own styles." 
"Word-Place-Image" has already begun not only to inspire students 
but also faculty. According to Turner, instructors from English, Dance 
and Theatre, Media Arts and Design, and Speech Communication 
departments are planning an interdisciplinary creative writing minor to 
be incorporated into their curricula. 
Turner hopes to see the studies abroad program continued in the 
future, probably with more time spent in Ireland. 
"I think it's one of the most wonderful things in the world to go to a 
foreign country and write stories," O'Connor said. 
The students came back with more than written words on a page, as 
Graves summed it up. "I became more focused about what I want to do 
with my life.... [This experience] changed who I am." 
STORY BY CARA MODISETT 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DIANE FERGUSON, 
KEVIN FANNINGS AND ANDY GRAVES 
GRAPHIC BY BRYAN KNIGHT 
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Fairy tales can 
come true. ♦ ♦ 
Story by Robin Smith 
Photos by James Morris 
Clockwise from top left: The beast (Todd Johnson) 
attacks Beauty's father, Philippe (Gordon Gray); the 
wizard (David Baida) turns King Victor into a beast 
with the help of Don Wand (Robert Tunstall); Beauty 
(Denene Mulay) tries to get the golden key; Philipe 
talks to his daughters, Beauty, Camille (Carrie 
SaLontos) and Violette (Geri Johnson); in the final 
scene, King Victor and Beauty, lovers at last, stand 
before their subjects. 
The College of Arts and Letters Encore Series 
brought "Beauty and the Beast" to Wilson Hall 
Nov. 8. In a production by Musicals America, a 
company from Rhode Island, cast members sang, 
danced and joked their way into the hearts of the 
audience. 
The nearly sold-out hall held an audience of 
all ages. 
The response was overwhelmingly positive 
from the crowd. "I thoroughly enjoyed it, and the 
music was beautiful," retired teacher and 
Harrisonburg resident Boone Arrinton said. 
The original score was preformed by a small 
orchestra that helped create excitement and 
drama. 
In this version of the fairy tale classic, a king 
is consumed by vanity, which causes him to lose 
touch with reality. A wizard and his sidekick, 
Don Wand, place a spell on the king that turns 
him into a beast. To reverse the spell, the beast 
must experience true love before the end of 70 
years. The Beast then tries to win the hand of 
Beauty. The happy ending is predictable but what 
audiences crave. 
Some special effects were used, including a 
series of small explosions that caught the 
attention of the little ones in the theatre. 
"They [the special effects] create a nice aura 
for fairy tale," said Julie Drinkard Fox, publicist 
for the School of Theatre and Dance, which was 
not involved with this performance. 
Tom Sivak and Cheri Coons of Musicals 
America wrote the music and lyrics, which take a 
humorous, refreshing look at the old story. Some 
of the jokes aimed at the mature crowd lacked 
some taste considering the subject matter, but the 
music provided by the live orchestra 
compensated for this minor problem. 
The Encore Series brings professional talent to 
JMU with the goal of offering increased exposure 
to quality aits and theatre, according to organizer 
Jerry Weaver. Weaver said he considers "Beauty 
and the Beast" "one of the best shows from the 
standpoint of the skill of the performers." 
In the Encore Series, tickets are more 
expensive than locally produced theatre; 
admission to "Beauty and the Beast" ranged from 
$12 to $18. Student rush tickets are available a 
half hour before each show at half price. Watch 
for "A Legend of St. Nick" in December, the next 
show scheduled in the series. • ■ . ■ ■ 
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Freshmen Rich Seely (r) and Dan Sullivan light up to get a quick fix while relaxing In a dorm room. 
Giving up nicotine 
. can be a long trip 
|j for some smokers 
by Kara Ogletree 
Daily, smokers are bombarded 
with statistics citing the deadly 
effects of those little white sticks that 
give them a nicotine fix. 
But they keep on puffing. 
Tobacco use causes twice as many 
deaths in the United States as 
alcohol, illicit drugs, fires, car 
accidents, homicides and suicides 
combined, according to Michael 
Fiore, director of the Center for 
Tobacco Research and Intervention, 
in the September/October 1994 issue 
of Psychology Today. 
To educate Americans about this 
preventable cause of death, the 
American Cancer Society sponsors 
the Great American Smokeout on the 
third Thursday in November. The 
Smokeout encourages smokers to 
give up cigarettes for 24 hours. 
For this year's event on Nov. 16, 
Health Center graduate assistant 
Cathy Getchell coordinated a 
program to help smokers make it 
through an entire day without a 
cigarette. ' 
"Most people who smoke know 
that it's a habit that's in the long run 
detrimental to their health," Getchell 
said. 
"We're not trying to preach to 
smokers because it's a well 
understood fact that it's an 
addiction," she said. "We're just 
providing some information." 
Many smokers believe they will 
not face the consequences because of 
their lighter smoking habits. 
"I'm not trying to quit because it's 
very much a casual thing," junior Jeff 
Huskins said. "It's not an issue for 
me. I feel secure in the fact that if it 
came to it, I could quit." 
According tp the  Ame.ric.afl.. . 
Cancer S^iet^.'givrn^jlr/^^//., 
The social aspect draws freshman Hilary Lape to smoking 
increases the oxygen level in the 
blood, lowers blood pressure, returns 
the pulse rate to normal, and 
substantially reduces the chance of 
heart disease and strokes. 
Huskins said he supports the 
American Cancer Society's 
education efforts immensely, but he 
doesn't see his smoking as a 
problem. 
"Granted, smoking in excess is 
going to give you problems, but there 
are a lot of problems associated with 
everything in excess," Huskins said. 
"If you're very careful and do it in 
moderation, it's not going to be a 
prpblem. It's comparabJe .to 
drinking," Huskins said. 
Getchell said making smokers quit 
isn't the Smokeout's goal. She wants 
to raise their awareness levels and at 
least make them consider stopping. 
Smokers can pair up with a 
nonsmoking friend to sign "adoption 
papers" in which they pledge to shun 
cigarettes for the day. In return, the 
nonsmoker promises to help in any 
way possible. 
To support the smoker, friends 
can give up a personal habit, too. "If 
you're doing something with a 
friend, you're more likely to stick 
with it," she said. "Let the smoker 
decide what you give up, whether it's 




• Risk of coronary heart disease is that of a 
nonsmoker 
10 years 
• Lung cancer death rate is similar to that 
of a nonsmoker 
• Precancerous cells are replaced 
• Risk of cancer of the mouth, throat, 
esophagus, bladder, kidney, cervix 
and pancreas decreases _ 
15 years 
• Lung cancer death rate for average 
former smoker (one pack a day) 
decreases by almost half 
•Stroke risk is reduced to that of a 
nonsmoker five to 15 years after 
quitting 
• Risk of cancer of the mouth, throat and 
esophagus is half that of a smoker's 
year 
•Excess risk of coronary heart disease is 
half that of a smoker 
to 9 months 
•Coughing, sinus congestion, fatigue and 
shortness of breath decrease 
•Cilia regrow in lungs, increasing their ability to 
handle mucus, clean the lungs and reduce 
infection 
2 weeks to 3 months 
•Circulation improves 
•Walking becomes easier 
•Lung function increases up to 30 percent       ,< 
48 hours 
•Nerve endings start regrowing 
•Ability to smell and taste is enhanced 
24 hours 
•Chance of heart attack decreases 
8 hours 
•Carbon monoxide level in blood drops 
to normal 
•Oxygen level in blood increases to 
normal 
20 minutes 
• Blood pressure drops to normal 
•Pulse rate drops to normal 
• Body temperature of hands and 
feet increases to norma 
wee: American Cancer Society 
Junior Stephen Jennings said he 
would sign up at the Smokeout with 
a friend who wanted to quit smoking 
to help a friend out. 
"To tell someone that someone 
else cares about whether they're 
healthy or not makes a difference," 
Jennings said. "But it's mostly on the 
shoulders of that person. They have 
to help themselves." 
A display booth in the post office 
lounge of Warren Hall on Nov. 15 
and 16 will add extra support by 
giving out free gum and offering 
other alternatives to smoking. 
The first 50 people to sign up for 
ANGELA TERRY/gmphics editor 
the smokeout will receive coupons 
for a free turkey sandwich at PC 
Dukes and be entered in a raffle for a 
$20 certificate to the JMU Bookstore. 
Based on a continuing study 
conducted by JMU in March, 
Getchell said about 20 percent of 
JMU students smoke at least once a 
day. 
She added that these numbers 
often remain uncertain because many 
people who smoke up to four or five 
cigarettes a day still don't consider 
themselves smokers. 
see QUIT page 22 
- U 
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12 pack soda 
$3.39 
Convenient Gift Giving Pleasure 
Gift Totes 
Gift Wrap Tights 
Nail Polish 
Leggs Pantyhose 
Jelly Belly Taffy 
Tissue Toss 
New Balloons 
Payment made easy. We accept: 
Cash      Checks 
FLEX [»»J| Hii AMBX 
We will deliver your gift, on campus 
Monday - Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 
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pV^#jflr^ Learn how far the 
AJ iy    Air Force can take 
^W^_   you. If you're a college 
™    graduate, you may qualify 
for Air Force Officer Training 
School. After completing Officer 
Training School, you can become a 
commissioned Air Force officer 
with: 
"•■ great starting pay 
• medical and dental care 
• 30 days vacation with pay per 
■» year 
• management opportunities 
Go far in a career as an Air Force 
officer. Call 
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF ^£^      -_^ 
MASSANUTTEN 
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort 
Sat. Nov. 18 
8 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Drawing for Season Pass 
. Benefits Massanutten Ski Patrol 
. 10% off all Season Passes 
(540) 289-4954 
Because today is 
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'Haunted' jailhouse says goodbye 
The leaves have finally fallen, and they're 
rustling up and down sidewalks across 
campus. Halloween has come 
and gone, and along with it, 
the spirits and 
festivities of a haunted 
house at the old 
Harrisonburg jail on 
Graham Street near 
the courthouse. 
by Rick Thompson 
staff writer 
Within a few days, the jail, which 
belongs to the Harrisonburg Housing 
and Redevelopment Authority, will 
be torn down to allow for new 
development in the downtown area. 
For now, the jail stands empty, 
awaiting its fate. 
But for the last five days of 
October, the jail was bustling with 
activity as people from all walks of 
life, from college students to small 
children with their grandparents, 
were captivated by Halloween. 
"This was our best haunted house 
ever," according to Paula See, a 
member of the Jaycees. 
"I've done haunted houses for 
years," she said. "It's a good way to 
raise money for the community." 
Last year's haunted house was 
held in the garden center at Kmart, 
See said. Before that, it was held in a 
barn on Country Club Road. 
"We actually started the 
brainstorming process [in] August" 
for this year's haunted house, she 
said. It wasn't until the beginning of 
October that the Jaycees knew they 
had the old jail at their disposal to 
tease and taunt area residents. 
Somebody informed the Jaycees 
about the availability of the jail, 
which has been vacant for a number 
of years, See said. The Jaycees put in 
a request with the HHRA, which was 
approved in early October. 
The Jaycees then put their plans 
for the haunted jailhouse into action. 
"The building itself was scary 
enough," See said. "Around the 16th 
[of October] we started going down 
about every night. It took "two good 
weeks of fixing up the place." 
2,203 people walked the halls of 
the newly haunted jail. "Oh my 
golly, yes!" was how Fay Miller, 
Jaycees media director, replied to 
being asked whether the 
Harrisonburg Jaycees' 1995 haunted 
house was a success. 
Miller was "Precious," one of the 
tour guides who took group after 
group of Halloween thrill-seekers 
through the old jail. 
The Jaycees filed twice as many 
people through the haunted house as 
they expected. The $5 admission fees 
will help programs the Jaycees 
sponsor every year, such as Camp 
Virginia Jaycees, Thanksgiving 
Baskets and Shop for Tots. 
"A lot more kids are going to 
camp," referring to Camp Virginia 
Jaycees, a camp for handicapped and 
"developmentally delayed" children 
and young adults is in Bedford near 
Roanoke, according to Miller. 
It costs $250 for each person to 
attend, but these costs are offset by 
fund-raising projects by Jaycees 
chapters across the state. "This 
money actually pays to sponsor one 
child for one week at that camp." 
Miller said. 
The Thanksgiving Baskets and 
Shop for Tots programs are geared 
toward making the holidays more 
enjoyable for financially strapped 
families, according to Miller. The 
Jaycees enlist the help of 
Harrisonburg Social Services to 
select families to participate in the 
programs. 
With the Thanksgiving Baskets 
program, families receive a 
traditional Thanksgiving dinner, 
complete with a roast turkey, 
potatoes, stuffing and all the fixings. 
"Last year, we distributed about 
40 baskets," Miller said. 
Shop for Tots is a program in 
which the Jaycees take needy 
children to area shops and give them 
$25 to buy gifts for their families. 
They shop for their parents or 
brothers and sisters or grandparents 
— people they normally wouldn't be 
able to shop for," Miller said. 
After the shopping spree, which 
has taken place at Kmart in recent 
years, the Jaycees throw a Christmas 
party for the kids that includes a visit 
from Santa Claus and presents for 
everyone. 
In recent years, donations for the 
programs have been falling 
somewhat short. Miller said, and the 
Jaycees had to dig into other sources 
of money to keep the program going. 
However, the success of this 
year's haunted house will help 
alleviate those costs, she said. 
Miller       was       particularly 
appreciative of all the help the 
Jaycees received from area 
organizations, including Bridgcwater 
students, Broadway High School 
students, and JMU students, 
particularly members of Alpha Phi 
Omega service fraternity. 
According to Amita Mehta, 
service project chairperson of APO, 
19 student members helped the 
Jaycees run the haunted house. 
"We basically just helped give the 
people who were working for the 
Jaycees a rest," she said. 
They helped by decorating one of 
the cells in the jail, and by coming._ 
down on the evening of Oct. 27 to 
help staff the house as tour guides 
and dwellers living within the old 
rustic building. 
APO found its way into helping 
out because "each of the pledge 
classes [of APO] have to do a service 
project," Mehta said. 
According to Miller, all ihe help 
alleviated some of the expenses. The 
remaining costs will be covered by 
the money raised. 
Since the old jail building is being 
torn down by the HHRA, ihe Jaycees 
did not have to worry about returning 
anything to its original condition, as 
many of the walls were paihted with 
faces and images to evoke the 
Halloween spirit. 
See said, "All we had to do was 
go back and get our personal items. 
We didn't have to do any cleaning." 
Although the house was a success, 
Miller said the Jaycees were initially 
concerned that the increase in the - 
admission price might deter people 
from coming. 
Previously, the admission fee has 
been $3, though this yeat they raised 
it to $5. Despite the price change, 
"nobody really complained." Miller 
said. 
The Jaycees plan to host another 
haunted house next October. The 
location, howevcr.-has not been 
decided upon. 
KYLE BUSS/senior photographtr 
(Top) After hosting over 2,200 people in its haunted halls for Halloween, the old jailhouse awaits its 
' destruction-. <Left) One of the many cells displayed in the Jaycees haunted jail. (Above) A female was 
left stabbed behind the shower curtain to the right of the cell door to scare those whose entered. 
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continued from page 19 
Despite the number of smokers at 
JMU, Gctchell said only a handful of 
people participated in last year's 
Smokeout. She said she hopes to 
create more interest in the program 
this year. 
But some people prefer to deal 
with their habit on their own. Junior 
Tamlyn Schafcr said when worries 
about her health prompted her to quit 
smoking, she just tossed aside the 
cigarettes without help from anyone. 
"It was a decision I made, and I 
just did it," Schafer said. "I suffered 
some headaches for a few days, but 
now I feel much better healthwise in 
general. And I'm never out of breath. 
"Every time I'm around smokers, 
I'm happier and happier (hat I quit," 
she said. "Plus, it's such a disgusting, 
stale smell." 
Just a few days ago, sophomore 
Daisy Kim decided to quit smoking. 
For the fourth time this year, Kim has 
vowed to reject cigarettes for a 
healthier lifestyle. 
"I just don't enjoy it as much. I 
realized that," she said. "I've smoked 
so much that my lungs are getting 
kind of bad. I can't run anymore, and 
I always have a sore throat." 
Kim's previous attempts to quit 
have only lasted a few hours, but 
she's determined to stick it out this 
time. 
She said she's trying to occupy 
her time to forget about cigarettes. 
But Kim doesn't plan to participate 
in the Smokeout. "If you've been 
smoking for a long time, a Smokeout 
won't make you quit." 
After a nicotine addiction forms, 
people may not think about the 
possible consequences of their habit. 
"It's hard, as a college student, to 
have to think about dealing with lung 
cancer and death, but it's a fact,' 
Getchell said. 
For   those   who   want   more 
information about smoking, a display 
in the Warren Hall post office lounge 
II a.m.-l p.m. on Nov. 15 and 16 
will offer a variety of facts about the 
effects. 
What a quitter can expect 
'The first three to four days are the hardest because most of the nicotine is being eliminated 
from the system and withdrawal symptoms are; 
headaches, irritability, muscle aches and cramp 
difficulties, a distorted sense oftimerarc^DtUM 
common symptoms^prtMMI 
• Nicotine is Ian 
lost severe. Those symptoms Include 
i, anxiety, visual disturbances, sleeping 
m intense craving for tobacco. Less 





/ho quit smoking gain weight, but so will 
le weight gayvafter quitting Is^pnly five po 
iiltte Wand 
avoid orNnfri We tnan 
those whoxpntin 
«In addition to phfl MKa\ withdrawal 
symptoms, tool Kal withdrawal is 
more complex fl Hmths after 
quitting is the critical period In 
jrce: American Cancer Society 
EDDIE ANKERS/staff artist 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JENNIFER BAKERlstaff photographer 
Smokers find ft tough to give up nicotine for a healthier lifestyle. 
it Takes A Lot Of Drive To Get Ahead. 
— 
SPORTS 
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Lions roar no more 
Dukes win first-ever NCAA game in victory over Penn State 
by Scott Graham 
staff writer 
IAN GRAHAMAe m'or photographer 
Senior forward Ashley Williamson and freshman forward Therese Wolden celebrate with a hug after 
Saturday's 2-1 win over Penn State while sophomore defender Rebecca Llsack fights the cold. 
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. — 
Nothing was going to stop the JMU 
women's soccer team from winning 
its first-ever NCAA tournament 
game. 
Not poor playing conditions 
consisting of swirling winds and 
persistent rain showers. Not a lack of 
NCAA tournament experience. And 
not the 22nd-ranked Penn State 
University women's soccer team. 
Led by the scoring of freshman 
midfielder Jessica Williams and 
sophomore Tasha Ellis, and the 
continued stellar play of sophomore 
goalkeeper Stacy Bilodeau, the No. 
23 Dukes defeated the Nittany Lions 
2-1 in the first round of the NCAA 
tournament Saturday. 
By defeating the Nittany Lions, the 
Dukes also avenged a season- 
opening, 4-2 overtime loss to PSU. 
"We had an opportunity to recreate 
the scene of the crime a little bit," 
Dukes coach Dave Lombardo said. 
"It was a little bit of a payback. It 
was fun." 
The Dukes' win also set up a 
second-round contest with No. 12 
University of Maryland, the Atlantic 
Coast Conference runner-up, to be 
played at College Park, Md. Nov. 18. 
JMU and Penn State played an 
evenly-matched, end-to-end game for 
the first 15 minutes of the opening 
half while acclimating themselves to 
the slick playing conditions of PSU's 
Jeffrey Field. Each team created 
several scoring opportunities close to 
the other's goal but none that resulted 
in a score. 
The Dukes ended the scoreless tie 
in the 19th minute when sophomore 
midfielder Aimee Vaughan crossed 
the ball from the right side of the 
penalty box into the six-yard box, 
where Williams outhustled a PSU 
defender to the ball and volleyed ii 
past goalkeeper Robyn Van Praag. 
The score gave Williams her third 
goal of the year and increased 
Vaughan's assist total to nine. 
"I saw Aimee going down the 
sideline, and I knew she was going to 
cross it in," Williams said. "I needed 
to be ready because you never know; 
the ball was wet and it could slip 
through, and that's exactly what it 
did. I was in the right place at the 
right time." 
For the remainder of the half, Penn 
State had several chances to even the 
score, only to see most of its shots 
and crosses snagged out of the air by 
Bilodeau. 
see STATE page 24 
_ H 
JMU heads to Final Four after 3-0 shut out of PSU 
by Rachel WoodalI 
staff writer 
JMU's 3-0 shutout of Penn State University 
in Sunday's NCAA quarterfinals match set the 
stage for its return to the Final Four as 
defending national champions. 
The Dukes will now face national 
powerhouse UNC-Chapel Hill. UNC beat 
Princeton University 6-0 in another quarterfinal 
match on Sunday. 
The Tar Heels were JMU's opponent in last 
year's national championship game, losing 2-1 
on penalty shots in triple overtime. UNC 
evened the series with 2-0 shutout of JMU Oct. 
21 at Chapel Hill. 
"They are a young 
team and we knew if we 
could get a fast goal 
their confidence would 
go down..." 
Kelley Bloomer 
senior forward on JMU field hockey team 
3»~ 
"It will be a good opportunity to play them 
again," senior forward Kelley Bloomer said. 
Senior midfielder Carole Thate said, "North 
Carolina knows we are not going to give up." 
The Dukes will play in the semifinals at 
Wake Forest University Nov. 18. 
The Dukes dominated Penn State with their 
defense, allowing the JMU offense to go to 
work. 
In a Sept. 29 game against Penn State, JMU 
dropped a 4-3 •overtime' ddc!s<id^i(o*l(!je(.
,L,\6^'. 
IAN GRAHAM/senior photographer 
Freshman back Krlsten Manson fights Perm State goalkeeper Shelley Meister in Sunday's 3-0 victory over Penn State in NCAA 
quarterfinal's action. The Dukes will now advance to the Final Four to face UNC-Chapel Hill. 
JMU had won only two games against Penn 
State in 1S attempts before Sunday. 
The Dukes shut out the sixth-ranked Lions, 
controlling the pace of the game from the 
opening whistle until the final tick of the clock. 
Only 38 seconds into the game, the Dukes 
began to work on their opponent with a goal by 
dished it to Bloomer, who made the shot. 
"The defense collapses on Carole and 
concentrates on her, and she just found the open 
people," Bloomer said. 
Once Bloomer scored the first goal, JMU 
controlled the flow of the game. 
"That first goal was really important,' 
Bloomer. _ • 11   . • i.. i ,?',00mer said- "Once we score, things start to 
Thate took .the'ball toward'the,8oa'l'a'ml'then'.'.'gYt,going. It was big to score so early because It 
gave us the momentum." 
Thate said the goal made Penn State lose its 
confidence. 
"They are a young team, and we knew if we 
could get a fast goal, their confidence would go 
down," she said. 
Almost the entire first half was controlled by 
see TITLE 'page 24 
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The Dukes withstood Penn State's 
pressure and escaped at halftime with 
a 1-0 lead. 
Lombardo knew his team's one- 
goal lead was not enough against 
Penn State and urged his players to 
continue looking for opportunities to 
increase the lead. 
"Penn State is not the kind of team 
to give up," Lombardo said. "I told 
our team 1-0 wasn't going to stand 
up. There was going to have to be an 
opportunity for us to push for a 
second goal." 
Much to Lombardo's dismay, the 
second half picked up where the first 
half left off, the Nittany Lions 
applying constant pressure on the 
JMUgoal. 
The Dukes also had to battle the 
*" **ind, which was at their backs in the 
first half, and the continually 
deteriorating field conditions. 
"It was tough," Ellis said. "The 
ball would take these crazy skips. It 
was something you've just got to 
adjust to, though." 
Sophomore defender Britta 
Connolly said, "Defensively, we had 
to make sure we always had our 
bodies behind the ball... and we had 
to make sure we had someone 
supporting us in case the ball did slip 
through." 
The Dukes' defensive organization 
and stubbornness once again kept 
PSU from tying the score and 
allowed the offense time to regroup. 
In the 60th minute, the Dukes 
added their second goal when 
Williams crossed the ball from the 
left side to sophomore midfielder 
Stacey Tourtellote, who headed it 
down into the six-yard box. Ellis 
.collected the loose ball and placed it 
past a sliding Van Praag. 
For the last 20 minutes of the 
game, Penn State came up short on 
several scoring chances. 
In the 72nd minute, midfielder 
Lauren Miller's 25-yard direct free 
kick struck the JMU crossbar and 
went out of play. 
Six minutes later, another Penn 
State free kick sailed across the 
Dukes' six-yard box and went over 
the endline, and with nine minutes 
remaining, forward Carole Dutchka 
headed the ball over the JMU 
crossbar. 
The Nittany Lions managed to 
score their only goal in the last 
minute of the contest. It came off a 
pass from defender Joanne Connelly 
to forward Rachel Hoffman, who 
split two JMU defenders and 
knocked the ball past Bilodeau. 
Penn State outshot the Dukes 11-6 
in the game. Van Praag was credited 
with four saves, and Bilodeau made 
six saves, increasing her single- 
season saves record to 126. The 
previous record was 82 saves by 
Cheryl Carr in 1994. 
"Right now, we're riding a pretty 
hot goalkeeper," Lombardo said, 
"and hopefully she'll stay hot for 
about four more games." 
The Dukes also broke the single- 
season wins record (15) set in 1991 
by improving their record to 16-7-1. 
Now the Dukes are looking 
forward to their rematch with 
Maryland. The Terrapins won the 
first meeting 2-1 on Oct. 18 in a 
game Lombardo thinks JMU could 
have played better. 
"We had what I felt was a 
marginal effort in the first game, and 
it was only 2-1," Lombardo said. 
"So, I think if we can show up and IAN GRAHAMJseniorphotographer 
play to our potential, anything can  Sophomore forward Tasha Ellis boots a shot toward the Penn State goalkeeper In Saturday's 2-1 
happen." first-round NCAA victory. JMU will face University of Maryland in the second round. 
Title. 
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the Dukes, allowing Penn State only 
one shot on goal, compared to JMU's 
11. 
Penn State head coach Char 
Morett said, "We didn't really get 
into the flow until the second half." 
About five minutes into the 
second half, Thate took a penalty 
shot from the corner. Senior 
goalkeeper Shelley Meister made the 
save but was unable to maintain 
control of the ball. 
Bloomer took advantage of 
Meister's mistake and scored another 
goal for JMU on the rebound, giving 
the Dukes a 2-0 lead. 
Bloomer had scored only five 
goals all season before her goals 
against the Nittany Lions. 
"I scored twice against VCU, but 
it felt much better to do it in a big 
game," she said. 
Meister was injured on the play, 
suffering a sprained elbow. Penn 
State had to call in sophomore 
reserve Jamie Smith to take her 
place. Smith had never played in a 
collegiate game before this game, 
much less in the quarterfinals of the 
NCAA tournament. 
Penn State started to liven up in 
the second half, making JMU work 
harder for its shots, 
"After Shelley got hurt, the 
players dug a little deeper and picked 
up the intensity, although I would 
have liked to have seen it in the 
beginning," Morett said. 
Thate went on to score another 
goal for JMU with about three 
minutes left to play. Senior Heather 
Hoehlein and freshman Kristen 
Manson assisted on the play. 
"JMU is a good, strong defensive 
team, and their defense has definitely 
improved since the last time they 
came to Penn State," Morett said. 
"They have a lot of seniors and 
strong leadership." 
Thate also agreed that JMU was a 
"different team" than the last time the 
two faced each other. 
"We played 100 percent better 
than the first game," she said. "We 
have a really good defense, and from 
them, we build up our offense." 
JMU head coach Christy Morgan 
said that this was the "best game the 
team has played all season," and that 
its chances for repeating as national 
champions were significant. 
"We have the skill to win, and I 
believe that," she said. "We will go 
in fighting and go out fighting 
because this team believes in 
themselves, and they believe in each 
other." 
IAN GRAHAM/senior photographer 
Freshman redshirt Sarah Weaver blasts a shot against the Penn State University goalie. The Dukes 
shut out the Lions 3-0 en route to its appearance in the Final Four. 
Join the winning spirit at JMU! 
Write for the Sports section at The Breeze. 
All those interested contact Sports Editor 
Matt Provence 
or Assistant Sports Editor Pete Haggarty at x6709. 
Feel free stop by with ideas. 
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JMU stays in playoff hunt with 24-16 win 
by John M.Taylor 
senior writer 
The JMU football team's season has taken 
the route of a tragic drama, with the Dukes the 
tragic heroes — entering the season ranked as 
high as fourth in the national polls, picked to 
win the Yankee Conference and rolling to a 
huge win in the first game of the season. 
But every tragic hero has its flaw, and the 
Dukes' has been obvious: their inability to stop 
the run. 
Saturday, JMU was able to stop University 
of Connecticut's running attack in the second 
half en route to a 24-16 victory at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
"We hung in there and made some 
adjustments, and shut [UConn's running game] 
down," JMU head coach Alex Wood said. 
Although the defense tightened up in the 
later stages of the game, things did not look 
good for the Dukes from the start. On the 
second play of the game's opening drive, 
Husky freshman tailback Tory Taylor busted 
through a truck-size hole on the right side and 
sprinted 75 yards for the touchdown. 
Senior place-kicker David DeArmas's extra- 
point attempt failed, but UConn held an early 6- 
0 lead. 
'That was concerning — to see that guy just 
run through a seam," Wood said. "They turned 
us out up front and hit for a big play. It did not 
look good at that time." 
Taylor came into Saturday's game averaging 
1 19 rushing yards per game and was the 
conference's leading rusher, averaging 6.2 a 
carry. As a team, UConn was averaging 250 
yards a game on the ground. Meanwhile, JMU 
came in with the worst rushing defense in the 
conference. 
The ensuing JMU drive resulted in a three- 
and-out, thus handing the ball back over to the 
Huskies. 
UConn went right back to the ground game. 
Taylor got the ball on six of the next 13 plays, 
one a 16-yard screen pass from freshman 
starting quarterback Shane Stafford. 
After failing to convert on third down, the 
Huskies settled for a Jon Cohen 23-yard field 
goal, giving them a 9-0 lead at the 8:10 mark of 
the first quarter. 
After another three-and-out drive for the 
Dukes, UConn took over deep in its own 
territory. 
The Huskies went right back to the run, 
resting Taylor on the series and utilizing 
sophomore Hezekiah Faison. Faison proceeded 
to pound the ball up the middle against the 
Dukes on three consecutive plays. 
In hindsight, the Huskies must wish they had 
stuck with the run. On a second-and-eight on 
their own 25-yard line, Stafford dropped back 
and fired the ball into the right flat, only to see 
PHOTOS BY PETER H\GG\RT\/senior photographer 
Junior tailback D'Artagnan Townes exploits a hole created by sophomore Carter Robertson (71) and senior Brent Secrist (75) 
through the left side of the line. Townes rushed for 89 yards on 28 carries in the Dukes' 24-16 victory against UConn Saturday. 
his pass snagged by senior cornerback Quincy 
Waller, who promptly sprinted untouched down 
the sideline and into the end zone. 
"I owe that to [safety] John Stein," Waller 
said. "We were in man (coverage], and the 
quarterback started to audible. So John 
canceled the call, and we dropped down into a 
zone coverage. I just read the route, and the 
quarterback just laid it out there." 
This was Waller's third scoring interception 
of the year, breaking the previous JMU record 
of one. 
Waller's interception shifted the momentum 
of the game over to the Dukes. 
"Quincy came on the scene this year and 
made some big plays for us," Cawley said, "and 
that was definitely the key play of this game." 
The non-stop rain and wind wreaked havoc 
with both teams' passing attacks in the first 
half. Cawley completed less than 50 percent of 
his passes and saw a number of his balls slip 
through the hands of JMU receivers. He was 
picked off near the end of the half, as was 
The JMU defense gobbles up UConn flanker Dak Newton on his only carry of the day. 
Stafford just two plays later. 
"Definitely, the wind's a factor," Cawley 
said. "Usually when you get a little breeze, you 
try not to think about the weather being a factor 
in the way you play." 
JMU was effective in establishing a running 
game in the first half. Junior tailback 
D'Artagnan Townes accumulated 48 yards 
rushing before halftime. 
"[Townes] did a great job running the ball 
today," Cawley said, "and our linemen did a 
great job run-blocking." 
On its first possession, the offense marched 
67 yards on 14 plays. The drive ended with 
Cawley drilling an eight-yard pass to junior Jay 
Jones, who fell into the end zone for the 
touchdown. 
That pass gave Cawley 41 touchdown passes 
for his career, establishing a new JMU record. 
Two drives later, the Dukes capitalized on a 
20-yard punt by DeArmas, who kicked into the 
wind all afternoon. Starting on the 50-yard line, 
JMU marched four plays for a score. On first 
down from the 33-yard line, Cawley fired 
another strike to Jones for the touchdown. 
Cawley gave credit to the offensive line for 
the third-quarter surge. 
"That opened up the passing game," Cawley 
said about the pass protection. "Those [passing 
TDs] were two-play action passes we hit there." 
After a failed two-point conversion attempt, 
JMU held a 24-9 lead through three quarters. 
JMU saw shades of the University of 
Richmond game as UConn attempted to come 
back. 
After a few scoreless drives by both squads, 
the Huskies got the ball at their own 9-yard 
line. With Tory Taylor back in the game after 
injuring his ankle, UConn drove 91 yards for 
the score. 
The drive was capped when freshman 
fullback Corey Taylor carried the ball in from 
two yards out. After the extra point, the Dukes' 
lead was cut to eight. 
After corralling the UConn onside kick 
attempt, JMU was besieged by penalties on the 
ensuing drive. The Dukes were forced to punt 
after four plays, and the Huskies took over on 
their own 20-yard line. 
But the JMU defense was able to preserve 
the lead. After mustering only 19 yards, 
Stafford failed to complete a fourth-down pass 
to Tory Taylor. 
JMU sat on the ball for the remaining 38 
seconds, holding on for a 24-16 victory. 
With the win. the Dukes finished the regular 
season with an 8-3 record. More importantly, 
JMU still remains alive in the quest for a 
Division 1-AA playoff berth. 
"We wanted to go out with a solid, good 
finish, and today we definitely came out there 
and put one Jbgether," Waller said. 
Wood said, "It's vitally important to finish 
on a win, because we have a senior class that is 
going out as the winningest senior class in the 
history of the school." v 
The Dukes will need some help if they are to 
be selected for postseason play. Much to their 
pleasure, both Richmond (7-2-1, 5-2) and 
University of Rhode Island (7-3, 6-2) lost 
Saturday. 
JMU has to hope that at least three teams 
from the Yankee Conference will be chosen. If 
this is the case, the team may still need 
University of Delaware to take care of URI, or 
Villanova University to defeat UR Nov. 18. 
Wood remains optimistic about his team's 
chances. 
"If we're not [a playoff team], I'll be 
baffled," Wood said. 
Connecticut 9      0       0      7     —     W 
JMU 6      5        13     0     —    24 
FIRST QUARTER 
UConn — Taylor 75 run (kick failed). 
UConn — FG Cohen 23. 
JMU — Waller 29 interception return (kick blocked). 
SECOND QUARTER * 
JMU - FC Coursey 32. 
JMU — Safety fumble went out of end zone. 
THIRD QUARTER 
JMU — Jones 8 pass from Cawley (Coursey kick). 
JMU — Jones 32 pass from Cawley (kick failed). 
FOURTH QUARTER 
UConn — T. Taylor 2 run (Cohen kick). 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING — JMU. Townes 28-89, Jones 3-38, 
Cawley 12-18. UConn, T. Taylor 16-150, Faison 9- 
56. Nook 3-23. C. Taylor 3-5, Newton 1-4. Stafford 
5-(-5). 
PASSING—JMU,Cawley 14-24-1 147. UConn. 
Stafford 19-33-2 215, Bailey 0-1 -0 0. 
RECEIVING — JMU. Jones 5-71, Dorsey 3-43, 
Brooks 2-13, Perry 2-7, Townes 1-7, Woolever 1-6. 
UConn, T. Taylor 6-44, Bond 3-82, Newton 3-33. 
McKinney 2-22, Walker 2-13. Cleary 1-12. Martin I- 
6. C. Taylor 1-3. 
MISSED HELD GOALS — UConn. Cohen 40. > 
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Take this IQ test. 
If I had $4481 would: 
a) fly home and spend some 
quality time with the folks. 
b) finally settle my tab at the 
local pizza place. 
c) go to London. 
■ 
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BRITISH AIRWAYS 
The worlds favourite airline* 
Term, and Condition.: Fare basis VLXSI). Must have valid college II). Fare is economy class round-lrip. $60 cancellation fee once ticketed.Travel Fri.-Sun. at addtl charge 125 each direction Min stav Sao 
night. Max,, stay: one month. Fares are higher December 15 through December 24. 1995. Reservations required at least 14 days in advance. Full payment/Ticlceting due within 72 hours of reservation or 14 a: 
in advance whichever first. One itinerary change permitted for $50. Offer not comb.nable with any other fare or special promotional offer. Subject to availability. Frequent Flyer mileage may be earned but award, 
may not be redeemed „, conjunction with these fares. Subject to government approval. Does not include $19.95 U.S. Agriculture, customs and immigration fees. $3.00 passenger facility charee and tlf, 50 
international drnarture fee C1995 Hriri-.h Airw^vs Finger laciury cnarge and Jlo.MI 
Saturday 
days 
international departure fee. OI995 British Airways. 
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GMU halts Dukes' conference-title streak at three 
1995 CAA Player of the Year John Ferrandino scores twice to bury JMU in the semifinals 
by Matthew Provence 
 sports editor        
1 
The JMU men's soccer team has dominated 
conference-rival George Mason University the 
last four years. But Friday, the Patriots turned 
the tide against the Dukes, ending JMU's three- 
year reign as Colonial Athletic Association 
champions with a 2-0 victory in the semifinals 
of the 1995 CAA Tournament at Reservoir 
Street Field. 
"It's kind of like we owed them one, and it's 
a great feeling to do it here like this today 
[Friday]," said" GMU senior co-captain and 
1995 CAA Player of the Year John Ferrandino, 
who scored the only two goals of the game. 
The College of William & Mary defeated the 
Patriots 1-0 in the finals Sunday, winning its 
first conference title since 1987. 
The ironic factor behind the loss for the 
I4th-ranked, second-seeded Dukes is that they 
controlled the pace for most of the game but 





"I think we were one or two steps behind 
scoring a couple of goals," sophomore forward 
Geoff Honeysett said. "You're going to have 
games like this; unfortunately, we picked 
today." 
JMU head coach Tom Martin added, "We 
never got in the box, real dangerous, facing the 
goal. Neither did they, but they made the most 
of their opportunities, and we really didn't." 
The third-seeded Patriots actually controlled 
play during the initial stages of the game, 
passing much more effectively than the Dukes. 
Yet, the Patriots' offense did not launch a 
serious attack until the 17th minute. Two 
minutes after GMU midfielder Chris Koehler 
just missed a goal on a shot that sailed over the 
crossbar from the top-left corner of the box, the 
Patriots were finally able to capitalize. After 
receiving a pass from midfielder Andy 
Manners, defender Craig Melton sent a 
centering pass toward the top of the box. A 
waiting Ferrandino rifled a shot to the left half 
of the goal, and the ball sailed past the 
outstretched arms of junior goalkeeper Barry 
Purcell. Ferrandino's first goal put GMU ahead 
with 26:51 remaining in the first half. 
"They caught us in midfield transition, 
which is one thing we were worried about," 
said Martin, who was concerned with the 
KYLE BVSStsenior photographer 
Sophomore forward Jari Takatalo motors past GMU midfielder Chris Koehler during the 
CAA semifinals Friday. Despite outshooting the Patriots 13-11, JMU was shut out 2-0. 
Patriots' quickness. "They beat us through the 
middle third [of the field). We had the ball, lost 
it in midfield and bingo — they crash on the 
break and score a good goal." 
After this point, JMU dominated possession 
for the remainder of the half. Despite numerous 
offensive surges, the Dukes came up empty. 
"We didn't capitalize. Our shots were just 
high and just wide," Honeysett said. 
JMU's best chance at knotting the score 
before the half came in the 31st minute. 
Freshman forward Mike Brizendine broke 
away from a GMU defender and headed for a 
one-on-one opportunity with Patriot goalkeeper 
Martin Nachtman. Nachtman came out to the 
top of the box and made a diving stop on the 
ball just before Brizendine could unload a shot. 
On another missed opportunity, senior 
forward Patrick McSorley headed the ball just 
over the crossbar on a centering pass from 
junior forward Jari Takatalo. 
As in their first-round 2-1 victory against 
Virginia Commonwealth University, the Dukes 
went into halftime trailing 1 -0. 
"We approached the second half of this 
game the same way we approached VCU, in the 
sense that we were a goal down and able to 
wake up and start playing," senior defender 
Danny Ensley said. "We just figured that we 
would try to possess the ball, get some shots on 
goal and test the goalie. Unfortunately, a lot of 
our shots were just wide and weren't on frame." 
JMU applied pressure throughout the second 
half, taking 12 shots in the 45 minutes. 
Senior midfielder Nathan Fairchild created 
numerous opportunities for himself but failed to 
connect in his game-tying efforts. One such 
chance occurred in the 61st minute. Fairchild 
stole the ball at midfield, dribbled past three 
GMU players and fired a shot from the top- 
right corner of the box. As was the case with 
many of the Dukes' best drives, the ball carried 
just wide of the goal. 
Perhaps the Dukes' best second-half chances 
came from sophomore Jake Edwards during the 
64th minute. Edwards gathered the ball at 
midfield, cut inside a GMU defender and 
toward the net. He blasted the shot from just 
above the top-left comer, but was robbed of a 
goal on a leaping save by Nachtman. 
The Patriots added an insurance goal at 
67:13 on an unbelievable play by Ferrandino. 
On a throw-in by GMU forward Mark Vita 
from just above the right corner, Farrandino 
scored on a bicycle kick from 10 yards out. 
With his back to the goal, Ferrandino did a 
back-flip, with his right foot planting the ball 
past Purcell and into the comer of the net. 
"I just hit it right," Ferrandino said about the 
goal. "I've tried it maybe about 10 times in the 
past because no one expects you to do, but 
sometimes it works. I was surprised. I saw it hit 
the back of the net, and everybody started 
jumping on me." 
Martin said, "He [Ferrandino) is a special 
player. He did for them what Brent [Bennett), 
Karlo [Kankkunen] and Mark Mathewson and 
players like that did for us in the past. He 
played real well today." 
The Dukes continued to pressure the GMU 
goal but were never able to get one past 
Nachtman. The Patriots were able to hold on to 
(he 2-0 lead and end JMU's hopes for a fourth- 
straight conference title. 
"We had tough luck, because you get some 
tough bounces and breaks, and that is the way it 
goes," Ensley said. "There's a lot of strong 
teams in the CAA, and sometimes it takes those 
bounces to put one team over the top. 
Unfortunately, today it was Mason." 
Martin said despite the disappointment, he 
was pleased with the team's performance. 
"We came up a little short, but I can't fault 
the guys' efforts — and that's the thing," 
Martin said. "You want to leave the game 
saying you gave it a good effort, and that's 
what the kids have to realize." 
By not receiving the automatic bid awarded 
to the CAA champion, JMU will now have to 
wait until 6 p.m. today to find out if the team 
will receive an at-large bid to the NCAA 
tournament. 
"I'm always optimistic that we're going to 
have a chance to get back to the tournament," 
Ensley said. "We made a strong showing last 
year, we had a couple of big wins versus 
Maryland and Duke, plus we played well 
regionally." 
Martin assured that even if the team is not 
selected, he is pleased with the Dukes' 
accomplishments this season. 
"We're a bubble team, but I'm really proud 
of the kids whether we get in or not," Martin 
said. "We finished in the top 25 in every poll. 
The real soccer people didn't really expect us to 
have this kind of year — and we did it with , 
tons of injuries." 
If the 16-4-1 Dukes are left out of the 32- 
team NCAAs, it will be their first absence from 
the tourney since 1991. Last year, JMU went all 
the way to the quarterfinals before losing 4-1 to 
University of Virginia in Charlottesville. 
JMU struggles in first exhibition 
game; freshman swingman shines 
PETER HAGGARTY'/senior photographer 
Eugene Atkinson pulls up In the lane for one of eight buckets Friday. 
by Matthew Provence 
sports editor  
Looks can be deceiving. 
Sporting uniforms that resemble 
1970s Continental Basketball 
Association apparel and players 
whose collegiate basketball careers 
are long gone, the Court Authority 
touring basketball team has shown 
the ability to hang with Colonial 
Athletic Association teams in its 
exhibition circuit. 
In JMU's preseason opener Friday 
at the Convocation Center, Court 
Authority took care of the Dukes 
with a 90-82 victory. 
"They don't look like it, but they 
sure can play," senior guard Darren 
McLinton said. 
JMU led for only 23 seconds in 
the entire game after a jumper by 
McLinton gave the Dukes an early 6- 
4 advantage. 
But after guard Vince Wilson 
sunk a three-pointer at the 17:21 
mark  of  the  first   half,  Court 
Authority took control of the game. 
Aside from a tie at 32 on junior 
forward Charles Lott's 10-foot 
baseline jumper 4:26 before the half. 
Court Authority was ahead for the 
rest of the game. 
JMU head coach Lefty Driesell 
cited JMU's poor effort on the boards 
as the Dukes' biggest concern in their 
first of two preseason games. 
"Our rebounding was awful — 
they just 
kicked our 
butts on the 
boards. We 
can't let that 
happen," 
Driesell said. "We got a lot of work 
to do with our rebounding." 
JMU was outrebounded 46-40, 
and the Dukes allowed Court 
Authority to grab 28 offensive 
boards. 
One bright spot for the Dukes was 
the play of freshman Eugene 
Atkinson, who started for JMU at 
small forward. 
The former St. Anthony's High 
School (Newark, N.J.) swingman 
poured in 18 points, grabbed seven 
rebounds and dished out a team-high 
four assists. 
"As a freshman, I just wanted to 
play my role," Atkinson said of his 
performance. "I didn't want to try 
and do too much —just stick within ( 
my game." 
Atkinson showed an ability to hit 
from outside 
as well as 
penetrate to 
he basket — 
nailing his 
only three- 
point shot attempt and converting on 
numerous drives through the lane. 
"I try to go in the middle and 
create something," Atkinson said. 
"Go inside — try to get them in foul 
trouble." 
Despite missing his first seven 
three-point attempts, McLinton also 
see SHINES page 28 
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found success penetrating inside. The 5-foot-11 
point-guard scored a team-high 20 points, eight 
of which came off slashing drives. 
"I've been working on developing an inside 
game." McLinton said. "I want to do my best to 
become a two-way threat offensively." 
Junior forward Charles Lott also had a solid 
game, scoring 14 points and collecting eight 
rebounds. 
"One or two guys played well, but we just 
got to worry about the rest of the team," 
Driesell assessed. "Well, that's why we play 
these games — we got to find out who we can 
play." 
Driesell said he was impressed by the play 
of freshman forward Fred Boyd, who, although 
only grabbing three rebounds, showed 
tenacious hustle underneath the glass. 
"I worked to grab some boards; that's the 
kind of player I am," Boyd said. "I'm scrappy 
— that's the strongest part of my game." 
Court Authority's Vince Wilson led the way 
with 23 points and 10 rebounds, both game- 
highs. Wilson also added three assists and three 
steals. Forward Pete Woolfolk added 15 points 
and seven rebounds for the victor. 
The Dukes will have a final chance to gear 
up for the start of the regular season when they 
host Latvia Select learn Nov. 14 at the Convo. 
Tip-off is scheduled for 8:30 p.m. JMU will 
start the regular season at the San Juan 
Shootout in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Nov. 24^26. 
DUKES NOTES: Lefty Driesell said he was 
not pleased with the play of senior center 
James Coleman against Court Authority. 
"Colcman might have well stayed home — he 
played awful tonight," Driesell said. However, 
the head coach stressed that this was a shock 
since Coleman has been playing very well in 
practice. Friday, he was just I -7 from the floor. 
. . . Sophomore forward Lamont Boozer 
provided a spark off the bench for JMU. Boozer 
scored 10 points, grabbed eight boards, had two 
steals, blocked a shot and provided one of the 
most exciting plays of the evening when he 
powerfully jammed home a put-back off a 
Culicerto miss. . . . Despite only connecting on 
three of 14 shots from behind the three-point 
stipe, the Dukes shot .462 from the floor as a 
team. . . After struggling from the foul line all 
season in !994-'95, JMU made 77.8 percent of 
its free-throws Friday. 
fR It reb 
Court Aulh. mm Ml-il m-a o-l a Pf «P 
English 27 2-10 6-8 2-4 0 2 10 
Woolfolk 30 7-17 1-4 3-7 2 2 15 
Plondike 25 4-8 2-4 3-6 1 1 10 
Wilson 30 7-14 8-8 8-10 3 1 23 
Sherod 26 2-6 0-0 1-3 3 1 4 
Boyd 16 4-9 0-0 0-0 0 2 10 
Peebles 22 4-7 4-6 3-4 6 3 12 
Wall II l-l 0-0 0-2 0 3 2 
Watson 13 2-3 0-1 l-l 0 3 4 
Toials 200 33-75 21-31 28-46 15   18  90 
Percentages: FG—.417. FT—.680, 3-point goals—3-17, 
176, (Boyd 2-5. Wilson I -5. Sherod 0-3, Woolfolk 0-2, 
English 0-2). Turnovers: 15 (Wilson 4, Wall 4. Sherod 2. 
Peebles 2. Woolfolk I. Boyd I, Watson 1). Steals: 7 (Wilson 
J, Peebles 3. Wall I). 
fg       ft      reb 










31 8-14 1-2 4-7 4 5 18 
28 7-16 0-0 5-8 I I 14 
23 1-7 0-0 2-7 0 4    2 
32 8-18 2-2 0-2 3 I 20 
27 5-11 0-1 2-2 3 2 10 
13 1-2 0-0 0-1 I I 2 
20 2-3 2-2 3-3 0 3 6 
26 4-7 2-2 4-8 0 5 10 
200 36-78 7-9 22-40 12 22 82 
Percentages: FG— 462, FT—.778.3-poinl goals—3-14, 
.214. (McLinton 2-9. Atkinson l-l. Culicerto0-3, Pehlam0- 
I). Turnovers: 20 (Atkinson 4. Culicerto 4. Lott 3. Boozer 
3. McLinton 2. Pelham 2. Boyd I. Coleman I). Steals: 4 










Tired of waiting in rental lines? 
Lease Gl^jn   forthe 
season 
Pick-up now, not        ^^     T" 
due back until k   A     ^      Skis, Boots, 
March 31.1996    W  mmMmtW     Bindings, & 
Poles 
H j •. 
51 -D Burgess Rd. ^| 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
♦with a valid JMU ID 
For each lease 





ZOO CAGE 95-96 
Sign-up schedule 
Location: Godwin Hall Lobby (1st floor) 
Please bring your JAC card C 
«* 
Monday, November 13 «  pre-registration for 94-95 member* in good standing ONLY!! 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Tuesday, November 14 — Open registration on a first come, first serve basis! 
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
mjP Wednesdag, November IS -- Open registration continues ^ 
fi& 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Thursday, November 17 -- Open registration continues until seats are fiUed! 
I p.m. to 3 p.m. 
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ACROSS 
1 Weather word 34 Looped handles of 60— -cat (fearful 90Treeueedm 
5 Chicago favorite? vaaea person) cabinet work 
9 Kalian wine center 37 Palate 62 Wise 91 Demote 
l3PartofGB.S. 40 English river 63 Popular wear 92 Hideaway 
17 Toledo'a 41 Romalne 66 Food scraps 93 Pe«- — 
walerlront 44 Particles 67 Beaver hats 95 Convertiplane 
18 Deeerl stopover 45 Swap Jimmy? 70 Heavy weighta 97 Colored ring 
20 Furthermore 48 Garden implement 71 Homeless animal 100 Red Cross 
21 Mannar of 49 Indian 75 Oxeye founder 
expression SO Chipped In chips 76 Practical, ok) style 102 Pals 
22 Kiel Robert? 51 Change 78 Dolts 106 Angers George? 
24 Felts Hugh? 52 Labyrinth 79 Speed 108 Nip Peter? 
26 Author Joel 53 Shelter of a wild 80 Rustic 111 Fashion magazine 
Chandlef animal 81 Sign ol happiness 112 Singer Frankie 
27 Thoae who are 54 Castor bean 62 Silly person 113 — Agnew 
concealed poison 83 Rhett's last word? 114 Portico 
29 Small ban 55 Pilot 84 Roadhousa 115 Forest denizen 
30 Greek letten 56 Looked the joint 85 Pound Mike? 116 Some sheep 
32 Santa —. CA over 67 Secondhand 117 —gin 
33 Small 57 Religious recluses 88 Formerly called 118 Chinese 
contribution 59 One-name actress 89 French summers association 
DOWN 
1 Engage, as gear 19 Evaded by 52 Funny Feldman 83 Fighter with 
teeth circumlocution 54 Slrictnesa epees 
2 "My Friend —* 20 Fruit drinks 55 Radiate 85 Cures 
3 Ananias 23 Flying toy 56 Has feelings (for) 86 Stop 
4 Grow gradually 25 Minder 58 Alma — 91 Eat greedily 
leas 28 Go-getter 59 Anger 92 Friendless one 
5 —nova 31 Position 61 Wealher loreeast 93 Thomaa and 
6 Consume 33 Hats for bishops 64 Set ol steps over Horace 
7 Pretty — picture 34 Home a lance 94 Gaelic 
8 Affluent 35 Gunpowder 65 Biblical dancer 96 Western resort 
9 Ancient Greek ingredient 67 Log dwelling 97 Under the covers 
assembly place 36 Pelts Sharon? 68 Together 96 Law 
10 Adages 38 Painter 69 Season 99 — Stanley 
11 Stannum 39 WWII gun 72 Also-rans Gardner 
12 One who 40 Comic Johnson 73 Drew a bead 100 Soft cheese 
stimulates 41 Pursues Chevy? 74 Ministers to the 101 Small bites 
creativity 42 Leaked out very needs of 103 Division word 
13 Fur piece alowly 77 Conway and 104 Sch. subj 
14 Bay 43 Run-down Raid 105 Type of rug 
15 English 45 One who 78 Nav. off. 107 Labor union 
queen badgers 81 That can be letters 
16 Rebecca or 46 Supplies food gratified 109 Zilch 
Nathanaat 47 Warn 82 Canters 110 —Magnon 
rgTCTTiM 
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Here On Planet Earth\5co« Trobaugh 
<5TO# -flrif m W WAMT 
trip-' A*> S^/Jftf SQKFIUMC 
u&, \r CriAAiet^. 
— !  
MT 1Krs 
"CMIA   A*jt> 
UKlF  K^M* 
OUVS CtfiUXfeob 
A&A.M.-, 
Night lAfc\Mario Nozzarella 
5 SJ.THE   HAS   KIPNAPPBP 
°*Wf\PE   flKJp moRGftfJ. T 
CflivJT  STOP    HI en  flU>sJ£, 
x  VVCAJY  LTE TO  YOU. 
rHERBS 
A Goot? CHAK/CE 
IkZ'LL..KILL.US.tWHl 
WHEKJ   THE GZAKJPYS   M££P 
HBiP   THuVPERCLAP HAS 
ALWAYS   &>T  YOUR    0ftcK. 
t.»•. 
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Otter's Tricks & Tips\Josh Nathanson 
TE.\c\c# H-. HoW   TO    LAUNoH   A C^OfA   W?>AFPE.F^M-*-*l 
STtPM'- pLKCL WPATPEP. 
HERE.. STt?S>'^Mc 
'   THE ftoTToNi of rtAvJb 
STtPD.'W?AP 
FOIL   AP-OvjNt) 
T«UM4 
STEP3: TWIST 
THE E.NP. . 
Hepatica\J# ifee Earls 
MSCU5 AUN't SO 6ZEAT.'.'ML 
T/tfSE  GUyS DO   5T£R  
..EASIER.// STAIMASTCRJTHAT IS 
WMT  I WAS  60IM6TO SAY,   / 
5W£>»R//   " 
Somewhere Out There \5effc Thompson 
As Ti WAY GREW QJ>GR 
HE ATTENDED RJBUCSCWEI. 
ALTHOUGH SMALLEATHAN 
HAD TREI»ENK>US STRENGTH 
DVT UxbTtlAPER  Wwi_ft 
GET THE BEST OP Kl*\, 
^ r  ' 
TTA 5oRKT "W, Bur 
THATOTHEJ2W BOY 
"WVE PUT IN CRITICAL 
CONDITION.' YOU'RE GOBC 
To MiaTAirr 'SCHOOL.' 
Calvin and Hobbes\Bi7/ Watterson 
IF   ITS THE SAME DREAM. 
IT MOST MEMi SOMETHING. 
\ 
I THINK IT MEANS A 
THt FAIL SEASON FLOPPED 
AND MY SOBCoNSOOOS   / 
WENT INTO RERUNS.    -A 4 T 
ON PASS UK£ THIS. I WISH 
MOM WUD CQNE IN, LAX 
AH EXTRA. BLANKET OVER ME, 
PAT M< UEAD, AND AS 1 
SINK WTO THE PtlLOW UNDER 
THE WEIGHT OF THE OSIERS, 
 .   SHED SAT" _ 
m, LBS AWfFir.^ 
THIS IS THE THIRD TIME 
rVE CALLED YogM<N?E 
OaHSTOVHSTHEBus.' 
LEftQ)/' 
THESE MORN\N6S ARE 
GO\NG TO KILL ME. 
\ 
Verisimilitude \ Brent Coulson 
AT THE CANNIBAL CAFE 
Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z 
- 
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FOR RENT 
January tublat - Commons. 
Female, large end room. Call 
Tammy. 432-0693. 
Roommate needed - For spacious 
townhouse. Forest Hills. $l80/mo. 
+ utilities. 434-8170 
Spring aubteaae - Ashby Crossing. 
Female non-smoker wanted. Call 
Molly. 434-5217. 
Forest Hills townhouse* tor rent - 
June 1, 1996-May 31, 1997. 
$l,150/mo. Call owner/agent 
Jordan Rohrer at (0)896 8998 or 
(E)564-1388. 
Two room* available - At 625 S. 
Main St., January to May or August. 
For more info, call Sabine, 433- 
9094. 
For rent - 1BR/2BR  apt.  in 
Hunter's Ridge after December 20. 
Contact Becki, (703)433*767. 
University Place - Spring '96. 
$195/mo. Call Jen, 432-0846. 
Spring sublet - Commons. Females 
only. $227/mo. Call 434-8628. 
Female roommate needed - Spring 
semester. Rent & utilities. 
$115/mo. Call 433-9416. 
Mt. View Drive townhouse - One 
sublet needed; immediate 
availability: female occupied; 
walking distance; $185/mo.; W/D; 
(703)450-5008. 
Four BR spts. at SOI S. High St. 
432-3979 
Five BR house - Two kitchens, two 
bathrooms, South High. 432-3979 
Two A three BR townhouse* - 3 
blocks from campus. 432-3979 
University Place - 4 BR, completely 
furnished, W/D. A/C, DW. 432- 
3979 
One, two, three BR apt*. - Deck, 
house. Mason St. 432 3979 
Six BR house - Five blocks from 
campus. June lease. 432-3979 
Seven BR house - Two bathrooms, 
two kitchens, June lease. 432-3979 
9BR houss - Two kitchens, 3 
baths, Old S. High. Begin August 
'96. x3068 
Room In 3BR apt. for sublsase - 
Starting January. Four blocks from 
campus on Mason St. Smokers 
preferred. Call Dan, 433-5702. 
Spring sublet - Female, large room, 
Campus Condos. Call Sherri, 574- 
3138. 
House - For 7 people. 3 baths, 3 
mln. walk to campus, quiet 
residential area, 3500 sq. ft. 432- 
7915 
House - 6BR, 2 baths, 2 kitchens, 
10 mln. walk. 432-7915 
Apt house - lSBRs, 5 kitchens, 5 
baths, rent house or separate apt. 
432-7915 
Three big RMs available - For 
Spring semester in 6BR house. 
Male/female. Call Michelle, 564- 
0039. 
FOR SALE 
Bass gultar/peavy amp/case, 
strap, cord for $350. 432-0545 
Home-brewing kits - Hops, yeasts, 
grains, extracts, literature. 432- 
6799 
Specialized Rockhopper - 18 In. 
Full XT components, excellent 
condition. Must sell. $300. Call 
Mike. 434-2087. 
Fire & Ice for your Christmas love - 
Brilliant cut diamond solitare ring. 
Must see the beauty of it. 
Reasonable. 433-3927 
19' RCA TV - Good condition. 
$50/obo. Call Dave, x7134. 
4-100 watts speakers - X2 JBL. 
X2 Optimus. $100: Kenwood 
receiver, $75. Leave message at 
574-0101 for more info. 
Used mattress A boxsprlng sets - 
Twin, full, queen, king, clean 
condition. 1978 Toyota pickup, 
$600; 1985 Ford Tempo. $675. 
433-8629 
HELP WANTED        LOST & FOUND 
$1,750 weekly possible - Mailing 
our circulars. For info call (202)393- 
7723. 
International employment - Earn 
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic 
conversational English in Japan, 
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching 
background or Asian languages 
required. For info call, (206)632- 
1146, XJ53251. 




State application & completed 
Spring schedule required. 
APPLY IN PERSON BY NOV. 20. 
Reward! Reward for info leading to 
return of green Kramer guitar & 
accessories. No questions asked. 
Call (540)2494197 after 5p.m. 
SERVICES 
Metro** Parties, Formal*, Karaoke, 
10,000+ songs. National DJ 
Connection. 433-0360 
Document* typed - Professional. 




Cruise 7 Days $279 
It s Better In The Bahamas! 
IS Meals *6 Parties 'Taxes 
•(800)678-6386 
Spring Break Bahama* Party 
Cruise! Early Specialsl 7 Days 
$2791 Includes 15 Meals & 6 
Parties' Great Beaches/Nightlife! 
Prices Increase 11/21 & 12/15! 
Spring Break Travel, (800)678- 
6386. 
Ski resort* hiring - Ski resorts are 
now hiring for many positions this 
winter. Up to $2,000+ in salary & 
benefits. Call Vertical Employment 
Group; (206)6340469, XV53251. 
National Parks Wring - Seasonal & 
full-time employment available at 
National Parks, Forest & Wildlife 
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses! Call 
(206)5454804, XN53251. 
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn up 
to $2,000+/mo. working on cruise 
ships or land-tour companies. World 
travel. Seasonal & full-time 
employment available! No 
experience necessary. For more info 
call (206)6340468. xC53252. 
Part-time help wanted - Nights & 
weekends. Apply in person. Valid 
driver s license required. New York 
Carpet World, 433-2696. 
NOtTcl 
For more Information and 
assistance regarding the 
Investigation of financing business 
opportunities & work-at-home 
opportunities, contact the 
Better Business Bureau Inc., 
at (703)342-3453. 
THE BREAK RULES 
. .. Alternative Spring Break! 
Fun, friends, sun ... 
A substance! 
Build a house In storm-wrecked 
Florida or SC. 
Call Holly: x3463 for details. 
Free financial aid! Over $6 billion in 
public & private sector grants & 
scholarships is now available. All 
students are eligible regardless of 
grades, income, or parent's income. 
Let us hefc. Call Student Financial 
Services. (800)263-6495, 
XF53252. 
Skyline Karaoke - 289-SS31. 
Weddings, private parties. Booking 
for Nov.-Dec. '95. Dusty & Lyn. 
SPRING BREAK 
Free travel! Spring Break '96! Party 
in Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. 
Florida. Guaranteed lowest prices 
around) For free info packetl 
(800)426-7710. 
Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break 
Specials! 111% Lowest Price 
Guaranteel 7 Nights Air From 
Richmond & Hotel From $399! Book 
Early! Save $100 On Food/Drinks! 
Spring Break Travel, (800)678- 
6386. 
Travel free for Spring Break '96 - 
Form a group of 15 & travel free + 
earn $$$. Cancun, Bahamas, 
Florida, Carnival Cruises. Food & 
drinks included. (800)574-7577. 
x302. 
PERSONALS 
Happy, loving couple with a big 
heart wishes to adopt newborn. We 
would love to help you. Please call 
Lisa/Ray collect, (703)998-8933. 
Bring this ad to The Studio & get 
$3 off any hair service. Call 434 
8188 for an appt 
Adoption - Loving childless couple 
wishes to adopt infant. Happy, 
secure home, full-time mother. Call 
Dian & Joe. (800)579-1860; 
collect. (703)830-1341^ 
Christian couple wish to adopt 
newborn. Give your baby a secure & 
loving home. Call Ken & Laura at 
(804)482-6355 
Adoption - What do you want for 
your baby? Preschool teacher & , 
graduate studies manager offer 
strong, happy marriage, cozy home, 
family outings, hugs, laughter & 
tons of love. Let's talk; maybe we 
can help each other - a secu**v 
home for your baby, & an answer to 
our prayers. Jacqui & Mark, 
(800)770-6436 or 
mhc2m@virginia.edu or 
Nonsectanan adoption counselor. 
(800)6904206. 
Holiday Help Wanted 
Fairfax, VA 
Hickory Hams Is hiring full-time 
temporary positions to begin 
December (15-20). Counter sales 
& food prep available. S6/hr. 
Call: (703)818-7445 
13898 Metrotech Dr. 
Chantllly, VA 22021 
Spring Break 
Hurry! Price* Increase 12/15! 
Cancun $379! 
7 Wfpits Ait Fran RKhmMisfl 
Jamaica $419! 
7 WtKM «• • HoM> FlM r-«rtt««/OI«rn—il 
Florida $119! 
        IS00K7KSS* 




Panama Crty/Daytona $129 
Sail Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free! 
(800)234-7007 
HEY JMU! 
Watch for the 
Holiday Book Fair! 
Nov. 28th - Dec. 2nd 
Sponsored by the 
JMU Bookstore 
Ski free! Massanutten F/B now 
accepting applications for seasonal 
food/beverage staff. Kitchen, 
housekeeping, cocktail, barbacks, 
bus, door personnel. Apply at 
Fairways or call 289-5794. 
Spring Break! Panama City! Early 
Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room 
With Kitchen $129! Walk To Best 
Bars! Key West $259! Cocoa Beach 
Hilton $169! Prices Increase 11/21 
& 12/15! Spring Break Travel, 
(800)678*386. 
Wanted! Individuals, student 
organizations to promote Spring 
Break. Earn money & free trips. Call 
Inter-Campus Programs, (800)327- 
.^013. http://www.icpt.com 
WANTED 
Gus' looking for 3-4pleca bands - 
Call 564-1GUS for more info. 
Shenandoah Valley Cat Fanciers 
Cat Shows - Nov. 18th & 19th, 
1995. Rockingham County Fair 
Grounds,     Harrisonburg,     VA. 
Spectator hours: 9a.m.-5p.m. both 
days. Admission: Adults, $3.50; 
Seniors. $2.50; Children under 5, 
free. Look for discount coupons in 
newspaper,   local  pet  shops, 
grooming      shops      &      local 
veterinarians. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^    « 
Congratulations to AIA's new 
Sisters - We love you! 
To place a classified ad, coma to 
The Breeze office In the basement 
of Anthony-Seager Hall. Classified 
ads cost $2.50 for the first tan 
words, and $2.00 for each 
additional ten words. 
JOIN OUR NEWS TEAM! 
The Breeze is hiring an 
assistant news editor 
for next semester* 
Training provided for the paid 
position. Training begins Nov. 19. 
Experience is helpful. Call x6127 for 
more information. Submit a resume, 
cover letter and clips to Alison 
Boyce. editor. The Breeze, in the 
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall by 
Wednesday, Nov. 15 at 5 p.m. 
EOE 
The Breeze news section is 
looking for a police 
reporter to compile Police 
Log every issue and an SGA 
reporter to cover student 
government every week. 
To apply, submit a letter and three 
clips to The Breeze news section 
by Nov* 15, Questions? Call 
Cristie, Greg & Becky at x6699. 
EOE 
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-• Medium Pizzas Cup to 3 toppings) 
& 
4 FREE Drinks 
Large Pizzas 
(up to 3 toppings) 
& 
8 FREE Drinks 
[ALL YOU CAN EAT 
BUFFET 
Pizza, Pasta, Salad & Dessert 
MON. - FRI. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m 3.99 
5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m 4.99 
ALL DAY SAT & SUN 11-8:30 
• 2 Wide Screen TVs & VCRs 
• 3 Party Rooms / Banquet Facilities Available 
Visit GattiIand„.Over 30 New Games 
plus tax 
FAST, FREE DELIVERS 
11 a.m. -12 midnight Sun. - Thurs. 
lla.rn.-lam. FrL-Sat 
433-0606 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
Thin or Pan Perfect Crust 
No Coupon Necessary 
plus t;i\ 
Medium 2 or 3 topping 
r and 2 FREE Drinks 2 
Thin or Pan Perfect Crust 
No Coupon Necessary 
plus tav 
Large 1 topping 
and 4 FREE Drinks 
Thin or Pan Perfect Crust 
No Coupon Necessary 
plus tax 
large 2 or 3 topping 
and 4 FREE Drinks 
Thin or Pan Perfect Crust 
No Coupon Necessary 
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